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Abstract

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) that use tiny wireless devices capable of commu-

nicating, processing, and sensing promise to have applications in virtually all fields.

Smart homes and smart cities are just few of the examples that WSNs can enable.

Despite their potential, WSNs suffer from reliability and energy limitations.

In this study, we address the problem of designing Distributed Data Storage Sys-

tems (DDSSs) for WSNs using decentralized erasure codes. A unique aspect of WSNs

is that their data is inherently decentralized. This calls for a decentralized mecha-

nism for encoding and decoding. We propose a distributed data storage framework

to increase data survivability in WSNs. The framework utilizes Decentralized Era-

sure Codes for Data Survivability (DEC-DS) which allow for determining the amount

of redundancy required in both hardware and data to allow sensed data to survive

failures in the network.

To address the energy limitations, we show two approaches to implement the

proposed solution in an energy efficient manner. The two approaches employ Ran-

dom Linear Network Coding (RLNC) to exploit coding opportunities in order to

save energy and in turn prolong network life. A routing based scheme, called DEC

Encode-and-Forward (DEC-EaF), applies to networks with routing capability, while

the second, DEC Encode-and-Disseminate (DEC-EaD), uses a variation of random
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walk to build the target code in a decentralized fashion. We also introduce a new

decentralized approach to implement Luby Transform (LT)-Codes based DDSSs. The

scheme is called Decentralized Robust Soliton Storage (DRSS) and it operates in a

decentralized fashion and requires no coordination between sensor nodes.

The schemes are tested through extensive simulations to evaluate their perfor-

mance. We also compare the proposed schemes to similar schemes in the literature.

The comparison considers energy efficiency as well as coding related aspects. Using

the proposed schemes can greatly improve the reliability of WSNs especially under

harsh working conditions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are becoming part of everyday life. They are

increasingly being deployed to facilitate security, pollution monitoring, and improved

health care systems. Using sensor technology allows cars, homes, and even phones, to

work more efficiently. Yet, because of their inherent limitations, WSNs require means

to ensure that the data they collect is preserved, especially, when used for critical

applications and/or in harsh environments.

In this dissertation we present a Distributed Data Storage System (DDSS) for data

survivability in WSNs. This work focuses on schemes to aid in preserving data when

failures occur in the network. Using appropriate coding techniques, the proposed

work achieves data survivability while addressing the specific requirements of WSNs.

1.1 Distributed Data Storage Systems (DDSSs)

Distributed Data Storage Systems (DDSSs) are an indispensable building block of

today’s networks. They are used by enterprises and web service providers to store and
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handle huge volumes of data. The main advantages of DDSSs are fault-tolerance and

scalability. Fault-tolerance and scalability are usually achieved through replication of

data over multiple nodes. Despite the simplicity of data replication, it is generally

inefficient and expensive [1]. Therefore, coding based schemes offer an attractive

alternative to replication.

When discussing designing storage systems, there exist two redundancy strategies

to achieve reliability of data; replication and coding. Coding based solutions can

achieve many advantages over replication based solutions at a slight increase in pro-

cessing cost. Unlike coding, replication often requires lots of storage space on every

node. In other words, to attain the same level of reliability, replication based schemes

require more redundancy than coding based schemes. In fact, for the same level of

redundancy, coding can achieve an order of magnitude higher reliability than repli-

cation [2]. In addition, replication based approaches also need to keep track of where

different data exists, resulting in complicated data gathering protocols. Moreover, it

has been shown analytically that on average the number of data blocks needed to

reconstruct a complete data set from a replication based distributed storage is more

than that needed when using coding based distributed storage [1]. Coding has also

been shown to greatly reduce storage requirements as well as simplify data gathering

mechanisms [3].

Data storage systems can also be classified based on the relative location of both

their source and encoded data which can be either centralized or decentralized. We

use the term centralized to refer to the case where the data exists in the same physical

location. The term decentralized, on the other hand, implies that the data exists at

different physical locations. Table 1.1 shows the four possible configurations of data
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Table 1.1: Types of Data Storage Systems.

Encoded Data
Source Data

Centralized Decentralized
Centralized C:C C:D

Decentralized D:C D:D

storage systems. We adopt the notion “([source data]:[encoded data])” to distinguish

one class from another. Also, we use “C” to stand for “centralized” while “D” to

refer to “decentralized” case. For example, “C:D” refers to the class with centralized

source data and decentralized encoded data. In this work, we focus on the ”D:D”

case, where both the source and encoded data are decentralized, i.e. source as well

as encoded data exists at multiple locations.

1.2 Characteristics of WSNs

WSNs are composed of a set of wireless devices called sensor nodes which comprise

of processing, communication, storage, and sensing modules. The sensing module is

referred to simply as a sensor. Sensor nodes can also be equipped with an actuator

to perform certain tasks such as opening a door or turning a machine on or off.

The information sensed by the sensor nodes can be either processed locally, or sent

over to a more powerful sink node for processing. A sink node can exist on site, or

be reached through some type of network infrastructure such as Wi-Fi, cellular, or

satellite network. In Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs), network connectivity is not

available all the time. For example, consider a WSN where a sink node is not available

all the time. Instead, a sink node visits the network occasionally to collect data from

sensor nodes.
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WSNs are autonomous. A WSN can be deployed in an ad hoc fashion. Sensor

nodes may then resort to self-organizing mechanisms to discover their surroundings,

recognize their topology, and decide on the role of each node. Sensor nodes can also

form clusters where each cluster is managed by a designated cluster-head to better aid

scalability. Cluster-head facilitates the inter-cluster communication, and may serve

as a gateway to the sink node. To achieve load balancing, the role of a cluster-head

may be switched occasionally among different nodes.

Despite the aforementioned potentials, WSNs pose a very intricate set of chal-

lenges. The most notable of which is energy limitation that restricts all aspects of

node’s operation. Generally, sensor nodes either use an on board battery or har-

vest energy from their surroundings. In either case, the energy available is limited.

A common approach to conserve energy is using low-duty cycling in which sensor

nodes sleep for extended periods of time to reduce energy consumption. Further,

sensor nodes are typically equipped with low-powered processor and communication

module. Thus, multihop communication becomes a necessity in many situations. Re-

search in routing in WSNs generally focuses on reducing energy consumption and

load balancing. If a Global Positioning System (GPS) module is available on board,

routing can take advantage of location information to improve routing performance.

Alternatively, localization algorithms may be run to discover the relative position of

each node.

In various applications, a WSN may be left unattended for extended periods of

time under harsh working conditions which may cause nodes to fail. In such cases, self-

healing algorithms are usually employed to guarantee network continuity. Another

important characteristic of WSNs is that they contain a large number of sensor nodes,
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Table 1.2: Characteristics and Requirements of WSNs.

Characteristic Requirement

1. Limited energy Extreme energy efficiency
2. Limited processing and storage Optimized solution
3. Dense deployment Scalability
4. Remote and unattended operation Autonomy
5. Harsh working conditions Reliability

which calls for scalable solutions. Table 1.2 summaries the characteristics of WSNs

and the demands they impose on their design.s

1.3 Motivation

As aforementioned, WSNs combine a set of unique requirements. Consequently, de-

veloping a DDSS for WSNs needs to tackle such requirements. To address data

reliability, sensor data in WSNs needs to be maintained using some reliability mech-

anism. This is especially important when a sink node is not available, such as in

the case of DTNs. In this regard, we present data survivability as a design metric

to quantify redundancy and its impact on data resilience against failures. We make

a distinction between data survivability and network survivability. While network

survivability focuses on using redundancy means to guarantee network continuity in

case of nodes failure, data survivability provides means to prevent loss of data in the

network in case of failure through the use of redundancy. Also, while network sur-

vivability requires redundancy in hardware and software, data survivability utilizes

redundancy in storage and data. To clarify, consider Figure 1.1. Assume the network

shown must be unfragmented to be considered operational. Also assume that every
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node can only reach its direct neighbors through single hop. From a network surviv-

ability viewpoint, Network A is “surviving” while Network B is not, i.e. Network B

is fragmented and hence it is considered failed. However, from a data survivability

prospective, both Network A and B are “surviving”, since data can still be recovered

from both networks.

Data survivability helps address the reliability of the data in a WSN apart from

the reliability of the network. Since the ultimate goal behind WSNs is the data they

collect, it would be favorable to focus on aspects related to data rather than the

network. For example, consider a scenario where a network is deployed to monitor

certain phenomenon of interest. The network is expected to last for a certain period

of time, then go down because of loss of energy, or because nodes are unreliable. Now,

assume each node is equipped with a Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) tag. A

data collector can visit the network at a later time to collect data using an RFID

reader without requiring the nodes to be working. In such a situation, the network

has done its job which is sensing. What remains of interest is the data on sensor

nodes. Data survivability helps facilitate such a separation of concepts.

While addressing data survivability, we need to take into consideration the unique

aspects of WSNs. The limitation in computing capabilities and resource dictate the

need for simple and efficient mechanisms to handle data encoding and decoding. Also,

because sensor data is decentralized, we need to use decentralized strategy to build

the data storage. Due to the large number of sensor nodes in the network, any

solution has to be also scalable. Finally, meeting all the above requirements has to

be done in an energy efficient manner. That is why we choose Decentralized Erasure

Codes (DEC) for the design of our proposed DDSS since it meets the aforementioned
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Figure 1.1: Network Survivability Vs. Data Survivability.

requirements.

1.4 Objectives

DEC have been proposed for low-delay data collection. However, no work has investi-

gated designing DEC for data survivability applications. We propose a new DEC-DS
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tailored towards data survivability for WSNs applications. The proposed scheme op-

timizes the redundancy requirements while achieving data survivability. While both

coding schemes share the same coding mechanisms, i.e. encoding and decoding, the

mathematical formulation used for designing the dissemination mechanism for each

scheme is different.

To meet the energy requirements for WSNs, we utilize in-route coding opportu-

nities using Random Linear Network Coding (RLNC) to improve both the energy

required to implement the proposed codes. To realize this, we propose two mech-

anisms to improve the dissemination phase of building DEC-DS. The first is called

DEC Encode-and-Forward (DEC-EaF) and relies on a routing layer to choose the

most energy efficient route while exploiting coding opportunities. The second, called

DEC Encode-and-Disseminate (DEC-EaD), utilizes a random walk mechanism to

disseminate the source data.

Finally, we consider the LT codes based DDSSs. LT codes belongs to a family

of codes called Fountain codes which are attractive because of their simple encoding

and decoding. We propose a new decentralized approach to implement LT codes over

a WSN in a decentralized fashion. We present the mathematical bases for designing

the scheme and use simulations to compare it to existing schemes in energy efficiency

and robustness.

1.5 Contributions

The main contributions of this dissertation are:

1. Developing a new Distributed Data Storage System (DDSS) using Decentralized

Erasure Codes (DEC-DS) tailored to achieve data survivability in WSNs.
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2. Implementing two energy efficient dissemination mechanisms utilizing network

coding to enhance (DEC-DS). The mechanisms proposed are independent of

the redundancy required, so they can be applied virtually to any DEC.

• DEC Encode-and-Forward (DEC-EaF) which includes routing strategy to

utilize coding opportunities to reduce the energy required for code estab-

lishment.

• DEC Encode-and-Disseminate (DEC-EaD) which features a fully decen-

tralized solution employing rotor-router random walk to disseminate source

data while reducing energy requirements.

3. Developing an energy efficient LT codes based DDSS which is called Decentral-

ized Robust Soliton Storage (DRSS) targeting WSNs applications.

4. Conducting an energy-oriented study of DEC to shed light on the energy con-

sumption aspects of those codes.

1.6 Organization of Dissertation

This dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we survey related literature on

decentralized erasure codes and distributed storage systems. Chapter 3 discusses the

system model and its components. In Chapter 4, we present the proposed decentral-

ized erasure codes for data survivability applications. Chapter 5 presents an energy

efficient dissemination mechanisms of the decentralized erasure codes incorporating

the concept of network coding. Next, Chapter 6 discusses a proposed DDSS imple-

mentation based on LT codes. Finally, conclusion and future directions are discussed
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in Chapter 7. Background material on erasure codes, theory of random matrices over

finite fields, and network coding is presented in Appendices A, B, and C, respec-

tively. Figure 1.2 depicts a visual map of the different parts of the document and

their relationships.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

Because of their vast range of applications, DDSSs have been extensively studied

in many areas in the literature. We are mainly interested in the studies related to

erasure-codes-based distributed storage systems. More specifically, our focus is on

the problem of designing storage systems with the assumption that the source data

is decentralized. In this chapter, we highlight the main proposals in this area.

Existing schemes can be classified into two categories: random linear codes

based schemes and Fountain codes based schemes. In addition, there exists

other efforts which try to address different aspects of the problem, such as buffer

management, and code repair; regardless of the codes used. We refer to the latter

schemes as code independent schemes.

Both categories of schemes rely on randomness to build their codes. However,

Random Linear Codes (RLC) based storage schemes do not target any degree distri-

bution while Fountain-codes-based schemes target some form of degree distribution

used by the underlying code such as LT codes [4] or Raptor codes [5]. The degree dis-

tribution plays an essential role in performance at both the encoder and the decoder.

12
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Due to their degree distributions, Fountain codes enjoy low encoding and decoding

complexities.

2.1 Random Linear Codes Based Schemes

Random Linear Codes (RLC) are an important class of codes that are constructed

in a random fashion using only linear operations. Given a set of source symbols

X = {x1, x2, ..., xk}, an encoded symbols ei is constructed by XOR-ing a random

subset Wi ⊂ X as ei = w1 ⊕ w2 ⊕ ...∀wi ∈ Wi. Decoding on the other hand can be

envisioned as solving a system of linear equations using Gaussian Elimination (GE).

RLC do not feature any specific structure, but because of their random construction,

they are attractive for distributed implementations. In this section we review some

DDSSs that use RLC.

2.1.1 Distributed Storage in Sensor Networks Using Decen-

tralized Erasure Codes

DEC allows for an easier data collection, reduced storage requirements, and increased

data survivability. DEC assumes a network N(k, n) comprised of k source nodes and

n storage nodes, where k ≤ n. The scheme makes use of coding by allowing each of the

source nodes to pre-route its data to a subset of m storage nodes, where m ≤ n, which

in turn combine all the packets they receive using bitwise XOR resulting in encoded

packets of the same length as source packets. Therefore, when a data collector shows

up, it recovers the original k source packets by contacting any (1 + ε)k storage nodes

with high probability (w.h.p.), where ε is a very small number. DEC assumes the use
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of Gaussian Elimination (GE) decoder.

More specifically, every source node picks one of the n storage nodes at random

and routes its packet to it. The source node then repeats the process m times,

where m = c ln(k) and c = 5n
k
. Routing is assumed to be taken care by a separate

layer in place, e.g. Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) [6]. After receiving

each packet, each storage node uniformly and independently chooses a coefficient

at random from a finite field Fq and multiplies the received packet by an encoding

coefficient and XORs the result with the packets already stored in its memory. Note

that in addition to storing the encoded packet, the node needs to store the coefficients

to be used later for decoding.

In references [7], [3], and [8], Dimakis et al. introduce the idea of DEC and show

that m ≥ 5n
k

log(k) is sufficient to guarantee that collecting any (1 + ε)k encoded

blocks is enough to recover the original k blocks w.h.p, for some ε > 0. The decoding

is assumed to use GE requiring O(k3) or O(k2 log(k)) when exploiting sparsity of the

coefficient matrix.

2.1.2 Regenerating Codes

In reference [9], the problem of repairing a decentralized erasure codes based storage

was addressed. The study proposes a scheme to repair the storage system in case some

storage nodes fail while new nodes join the network. The scheme assumes storage

nodes to have multiple encoded data blocks. As new nodes are deployed to repair the

damaged network, they start to contact existing storage nodes, that in turn would

generate a new encoded block using the blocks in their memory and send them to

the new nodes. By communicating functions of stored data on surviving nodes, the
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repair bandwidth required is reduced.

2.1.3 Random Linear Coding Based Distributed Networked

Storage

The work in reference [1] provides a mathematical analysis of the performance of

RLCs compared to traditional replication and erasure coding schemes. The results

show that using RLC to store a file on a distributed storage is more efficient in terms

of the number of encoded blocks needed to recover the original file, and the number of

storage nodes required than the other two schemes. The study considers a centralized

server to do the encoding on the distributed nodes and therefore it does not include

any distributed implementation.

2.1.4 Geometric Random Linear Codes

In reference [10], Geometric Random Linear Codes (G-RLS) have been proposed

to facilitate both data persistence and ease of information retrieval in WSNs. The

proposal assumes a network that is composed of k source nodes and n storage nodes,

which is first mapped into a quad-tree structure. A quad-tree is a tree data structure

in which each inner node has exactly four children. Using quad-tree, a network is

mapped into a grid where each group of nodes are placed into a single square. Then,

every source node ui disseminates its information to Θ(log(l)) storage nodes in every

square level of the tree it belongs to, where l is the number of nodes in that square,

i.e. a tree level. The proposed solution assumes the presence of a routing protocol

that takes care of delivering packets to the target nodes.

Storage nodes on the other hand maintain several encoded blocks, one for every
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square they sit on in the quad-tree. When a storage node vj receives a new block xi

form node ui at level S, it encodes it as

cjS = cjS ⊕ βijxi.

When a sensor r is interested in data at location q, a query is sent from r and

routed to location q. The query arrives eventually to the closet sensor at location q.

If this sensor happens to be at a leaf of the quad tree, the block is retrieved and is

sent back to r. In case all sensors at the leaves (level L) fail, the query will reach the

closest sensor at the parent level, i.e. (L− 1). The sensor handling the query will try

to request packets from sensor at the same level. If enough packets are found, the

block is sent back. Otherwise, the sensor tries level (L− 2), and so on.

2.1.5 Priority Random Linear Codes

Priority Random Linear Codes (PRLC) [11][12] have been proposed to address the

issue of encoding data with different priority levels. The situation arises when data

within the network is of varying importance and that less important data can be

sacrificed for the sake of preserving more important data.

The work proposes two coding schemes based on RLC, called Stacked Linear Codes

(SLC) and Progressive Linear Codes (PLC). SLC encodes data packets of the same

priority level together while PLC encodes data packets of the priority level a with

packets of priority level 1 to a. By definition, priority level i is higher than j if i < j.

Therefore, PLC combines data packets with other data packets of the same level or

higher. The work also includes a dissemination algorithm and a degree distribution

generation.
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2.1.6 Growth Codes

Growth codes [13] have been proposed to deal with situations where sensor networks

are deployed in emergency situations where sensor nodes are vulnerable to failure

and required to work in a zero-configuration fashion. The scheme allows nodes to

progressively increase the degree of their encoded blocks while exchanging data blocks

to increase data persistence. The sink nodes on the other hand receive the first set

of blocks uncoded and use them to decode the later arriving blocks and so on. The

degree used in each round is controlled by the sink node.

To illustrate the operation of Growth Codes, we consider the following scenario.

Initially, all blocks are set to degree one (no coding). The sink samples nearby nodes

for data packets. After collecting enough packets, the degree is increased to two since

any encoded block of degree two will be likely decodable. As the sink receives more

data packets, the degree of the code is increased to allow for better data persistence

without compromising packet decodability.

Growth Codes clearly avoid using known erasure codes to overcome the challenge

of generating the required degree distribution in a distributed manner. Another

reason is that such codes are not meant to maximize the recoverability of the data.

2.2 Fountains Codes Based Schemes

Fountain-codes-based schemes try to implement the exact or an approximate degree

distribution of Fountain codes [14]. In most schemes, a random walk is performed

to disseminate the source packets. The advantage of using Fountain codes is the low

encoding and decoding complexities. Besides, the Belief Propagation (BP) decoder
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used with Fountain codes allows for partial data recovery since encoded packets have

low average degrees.

The construction of “Robust Soliton Distribution”-like decentralized codes are

investigated in references [15], [16],[17],[18], [19], [20],[21],[22], and [23]. In the node-

centric approaches [15, 16, 17, 18, 19], the source data performs a random walk over

a set of storage nodes, where at each step, the source data is encoded with the

local data at the current storage node. On the other hand, packet-centric approaches

[20, 21, 22, 23], allow source packets to perform a random walk while encoding from

the data on each newly visited storage node, until eventually residing at the walk-

terminating node1. In other words, in node-centric the source packet is not modified

by the visited nodes, while the data on the nodes is modified. In data-centric however,

while the packet is modified by each visited node, the data on the storage nodes is

not.

2.2.1 Distributed Fountain Codes for Networked Storage

A Fountain codes based DDSS is considered in reference [15]. The scheme relies on

each storage node vi choosing a random degree di from a probability distribution ρ(i).

Then, the storage node contacts di source nodes as follows. The storage node sends

a request to a random location. If the receiving node happens to be a source node,

it replies back with its data. Otherwise, the receiving node initializes a random walk

process to search for a source node nearby. When the random walk arrives at a source

node, the source node sends its data back to the requesting storage node.

1The last node at which a random walk ends.
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2.2.2 Data Persistence in Large-Scale Sensor Networks with

Decentralized Fountain Codes

Lin et al. propose a decentralized data persistence scheme based on Fountain codes

for WSNs [16]. The study discusses two schemes. The first results in an exact de-

gree distribution but high energy consumption. The scheme is referred to as Exact

Decentralized Fountain Codes (EDFC). The second scheme, which is referred to as

Approximate Decentralized Fountain Codes (ADFC), reduces energy consumption

by approximating the required distribution. Both schemes target the Robust Soli-

ton distribution used by LT codes [4], a well known family of Fountain codes. In

addition,data dissemination is performed randomly using a Random Walk algorithm.

The algorithm initially requires each storage node to choose its code degree d

randomly from the Robust Soliton Distribution (RSD). In addition, each source node

calculates the number of random walks to initiate plus a probabilistic forwarding

table. The forwarding table exists on each node an is used to determine the probability

of selecting each of the neighbouring nodes as a next hop for the random walk. Then,

the source node starts a random walk to disseminate the target data packet. When

the random walk stops at a storage node, that node stores the corresponding data

packet delivered by that random walk. When the dissemination process stops, each

storage node selects d packets out of the received packets and encodes them together

to achieve RSD.

The dissemination process depends on two factors: the number of random walks

started by each source node and the probabilistic forwarding table at each node.

The forwarding table and the number of random walks depend on the value of the
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redundancy coefficient xd which is generated by solving an optimization formulation

that can be performed offline. After collecting the encoded packets, the decoding at

the sink node is performed using BP.

2.2.3 Decentralized Fountain Codes Based Distributed Stor-

age

The work in reference [17] introduces two decentralized algorithms to build a de-

centralized erasure codes DDSS. Both algorithms are based on the idea of random

walk to disseminate information. The algorithm encode packets on the fly without

the need to wait for all packets to arrive at a storage node for the encoding to be

executed. The second aspect is the approximation of algorithm parameters such as

network size, number of data nodes, etc. The improvements target better distributed

implementation rather than increased performance. The work is later developed in

reference [18][19] to implement Raptor codes [5]. The algorithm includes two stage

encoding in analogy to the outer code and inner code that take place in Raptor codes

encoding process. Accordingly, the algorithm starts by pre-coding the k packets by

first sending them to m nodes, which subsequently route them to n nodes for the final

coding.

2.2.4 Raptor-Packets

A different approach is used in reference [20] and [21] to address the problem of data

persistence. Similar to the work in reference [18] and [19], the solution uses random

walks to implement distributed Raptor Codes. However, instead of sensor nodes

encoding the packets they receive and forwarding the original packet, nodes forward
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the encoded packet after encoding the received packet with their encoded version.

The packets finally reside at the last storage node terminating the random walk.

2.2.5 Doped Fountain Coding for Minimum Delay Data Col-

lection

The studies in reference [24] and [23] consider the idea of Fountain codes based storage

in circular networks. The main idea is in the layout of the network where relay nodes

form a ring around which source and storage nodes are placed. When a source node

generates a new data packet, it forwards it to the closest relay. The packet then

gets forwarded over the ring to the whole network. Since storage nodes are within

the transmission range of the relays, they overhear the transmissions and store the

packets by encoding them together. Further, each relay node utilizes the wireless

multicast property by encoding packets coming from its left and right to use single

transmission to forward two packets.

The scheme targets applications where data collector is mobile and requires low

delay packet collection. Hence, data packets are pushed to the edge of the network

where they are collected easily. In case the received packets are not enough for the

decoding process, the data collector contacts the data source for the original data

packets.
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2.3 Code Independent Schemes

2.3.1 Partial Network Coding

Partial Network Coding (PNC) [25][26][27] was proposed to address the problem of

updating encoded data in continuous data collection application without the need for

decoding. In such applications, data nodes store the sensed data in an encoded form

for sometime before a data collector shows up. Since the data collector could be only

interested in the most up-to-date data, there has to be a way of removing obsolete

data to update encoded packets.

The main contribution of the proposal is a buffer management where every sensor

node maintains multiple copies of data packets with different degrees, so when a

new data is generated, some of the combined packets can be dropped while new

combinations are generated using newly arriving data packets, as well as existing

combined packets.

2.3.2 Resilient Coding

The work in reference [28] studies the suitability of different degree distribution to the

problem of erasure codes based distributed storage. The work also proposes a buffer

management scheme to reduce the energy consumption resulting from accessing the

memory for the purpose of storing encoded data.

The study considers data dissemination in WSNs with mobile nodes. In this

application, sensor nodes are assumed to combine packets received from other nodes

with packets they have on board to generate encoded packets which are in turn sent
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out to speed up the dissemination process. The work studies how quickly nodes can

start decoding after receiving a certain number of information packets encoded at a

certain degree. The main results are that high degree encoding tends to increase the

fraction of packets recovered, however, the decoding does not start unless an enough

number of packets are received. On the other hand, low degree encoding results in

low fraction of different packets per node but starts the decoding process earlier.

The study also proposes a buffer management scheme called Cooperative Dis-

tribution Management (CDM) to handle packets of different generations. In CDM,

when a node recovers a complete generation of packet, the packets are copied from

the RAM to the flash memory. Then, instead of deleting the packets belonging to the

old generation, whenever a packet of the new generation arrives, two old packets of

the old generation are combined to make room for the new arriving packet. Note that

packets pertaining to the old generation are kept in the RAM to assist neighboring

nodes, which have not yet fully recovered that generation.

2.4 Summary

The original DEC proposed in reference [7][3] is attractive for applications in WSNs

due to its simplicity and decentralized operation. It is designed for low delay decoding.

In other words, DEC accomplishes low decoding overhead. However, doing so comes

at the cost of high encoding overhead which comes from disseminating large amount

of redundancy into the network. This also results in higher energy requirements since

the energy required to disseminate and encode the data is proportional to the amount

of data disseminated. In addition, DEC is not optimized for data survivability. In
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Chapter 4 we introduce a scheme called DEC-DS to achieve data survivability. DEC-

DS achieves data survivability using low encoding overhead and consequently results

in lower energy consumption than DEC.

Existing work on DEC does not take advantage of network coding to exploit

coding opportunities and save energy. In Chapter 5, we present two approaches for

incorporating RLNC into existing schemes. The first scheme is called DEC-EaF and

uses routing mechanism to implement the required codes at a lower energy cost. The

second scheme is named DEC-EaD and uses random walk utility to disseminate data

while implementing in-route encodings. The choice to implement both routing and

random walk based schemes comes from the fact that both approaches exist in the

literature to implement similar codes. This allows us to compare each scheme with

other schemes from the same class. The other advantage is that each scheme is

applicable to different network setup. Namely, while DEC-EaF can be implemented

in networks with existing routing service, DEC-EaD can be used in network without

any routing infrastructure.

Fountain codes can accomplish low complexity encoding and decoding. Unlike

RLC based storage systems, Fountain codes allow for partial retrieval of data. We

presented a number of schemes that target Fountain codes in decentralized setup. In

particular, the work in references [8] and [16] implements RSD based storage with

decentralized source data. We propose a new scheme in Chapter 6 to implement RSD

based storage at a lower cost than existing schemes.

Existing work also focus on the coding theory related aspects of the storage

schemes such as encoding and decoding complexities, in addition to probability of

successful decoding. There seems to be a marginal interest in energy consumption.
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In this dissertation, we emphasize on the energy consumption of studied schemes,

while paying attention to the coding theoretical related performance aspects.



Chapter 3

System Model

In this chapter, we describe the different models used in this dissertation. Besides

describing models and components, we also highlight different definitions and assump-

tions behind each model. Unless otherwise stated, the models apply to all chapters

and simulation setups.

3.1 Network Model

We consider a network with a set of k source nodes, U = {u1, u2, ..., uk} and a set of

n storage nodes, V = {v1, v2, ..., vn}. In addition to storage, nodes in V are assumed

to serve as multihop relays. Without loss of generality, we assume the U ∩V = ∅ and

k ≤ n. We denote by N(k, n) a network with k source nodes and n storage nodes.

Figure 3.1 shows an example of an N(4, 27). Each source node generates a data packet

xi. Let X = {x1, x2, ..., xk} represents the set of all native packets generated by all

the k source nodes. The terms data packet, source packet, and native packet may be

used exchangeably to refer to packet before encoding. The term symbol may also be

26
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used occasionally instead of packet. After generating a data packet, each source node

ui selects a set of m storage nodes Wi = {w1, w2, ..., wm} uniformly and randomly

where W ⊆ V and sends its data packet xi to the selected nodes. We call the number

of packets (m) sent out by each source node the Redundancy Factor (RF). In this

study, we assume that m is equal for all source nodes. We assume a shortest path

routing algorithm is in place. During the analysis, no specific topology is assumed.

However, simulations are performed on grid topology. Details on simulation setup

will be discussed in the corresponding chapters.

Data Collector

Source Node

Storage/Relay Node

Legend

x1+x2+x3

x2+x3 x2

x3

x1

x1+x3

x1+x2

Query

Figure 3.1: Generic Model of an N(4, 27) Network.

After sending the source packets, each storage node vj receives a set of data

packets between 0 and k; and for each packet xi it receives, a random coefficient

gji from Fq is generated. vj then multiplies xi by gji and XORs the result with the

existing combination on its memory under the mathematics of Fq to generate a new

encoded packet ej. We refer to gji as an encoding coefficient. It should be noted that
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the length of the encoded packets ej’s is the same as that of the native packets xi’s.

Let E = {e1, e2, ..., en} be the set of all the encoded packets on all n storage nodes.

In addition to the encoded packets, all the generated random coefficients are stored

on the storage nodes and forwarded when the packets are being collected by a data

collector. We define Gj = {gj1, gj2, ..., gjk} to be the local encoding coefficients vector

at node vj.

Data packets generated by data nodes are assumed to be of equal size. Further-

more, each storage node is assumed to have a storage capacity of a single encoded

packet plus the corresponding encoding coefficients vector. This later assumption is

used to model limited memory. Furthermore, during the data dissemination phase of

building the code, the network is assumed to be always connected, i.e. for any two

nodes i and j, a path from i to j is always available, and vice versa.

3.2 Code Model

A code is represented as a set of three matrices G(n, k), X(k, 1), and E(n, 1). G

represents the Generator Matrix (GM) which stores the coding coefficients where each

entry gji ∈ G represents the encoding coefficient used by storage node vj to encode

the packet received from source node ui, if any. Otherwise, gji = 0. X on the other

hand contains the set of native data packets where each entry xi represents the value

generated by node ui. Finally, E holds values representing encoded combinations

resulting from the encoding process on storage nodes, where entry ej represents the

encoded packet on storage node vj. We denote by C(k, n,m) a code over an N(k, n)

network with RF equals m.
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...
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...
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=



e1

e2
...

en


G×X = E

Note that encoding can be viewed as constructing G, then multiplying G by X to

generate E. Conversely, decoding involves collecting packets (rows) to build G and

E, then solving for X.

3.3 Energy Model

The focus of this work is on energy efficient construction of decentralized erasure

codes. Therefore, we use the number of operations executed during the encod-

ing/decoding process to evaluate the energy needed. We use an abstract energy model

as described below. However, any specific energy model can be easily incorporated.

We assume a network composed of wireless nodes powered by batteries. The en-

ergy consumed by nodes can be due to either sensing (in the case of source nodes),

communications (sending/receiving), or processing. The corresponding energies con-

sumed are therefore represented by ξs, ξc, and ξp, respectively, where ξc >> ξp. Note

that ξc can refer the energy consumed by either sending or receiving. We further define

ξt and ξr to be the energy required for sending and receiving a packet, respectively.

The energy of the data collector is assumed to be infinite.
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Accordingly, the cost of relaying a packet becomes ξrelay = ξt + ξr which corre-

sponds to one reception and one transmission. We assume that ξp accounts for the

energy cost for encoding, i.e., generating random coefficient, multiplying the received

packet by the random coefficient, and XOR-ing the result with the local encoded

packet, and storing the final results. The cost of routing related calculations is ne-

glected since it is assumed to be equal for all schemes considered. We also do not

consider the energy consumed by sensing for the same reason.

3.4 Failure/Erasure Model

The data erasures considered can be due to many reasons such as node destruction,

hardware or software failures, node moving out of network range, or node disconnect-

ing from network. Regardless of the cause, we model erasures by simply deleting the

corresponding node from the network. Node failure is modeled as a random process

with n possible equally likely independent events. At each time unit ti, one and only

one random storage node is taken out of the network. In simulations, this corresponds

to failure of a node. Each time a node is deleted, the survivability of the remaining

portion of the code is evaluated.

An alternative failure model can be a burst failure model which can simulate

failures caused by natural disasters for instance. It should be noted that we do not

consider burst failure model. However, studying the impact of burst failures on the

geographical distribution of sensor data is left as a future work.
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3.5 Communications and Propagation Model

Nodes have a limited communication range and hence need to rely on multi-hop

communication. Hence, each node is able to reach its direct single-hop neighbors.

Erasures due to channel errors are not considered. We only consider erasures due to

failure or the disappearance of storage nodes. Data collector is assumed to be able to

reach all sensor nodes in a single hop during data collection.



Chapter 4

Decentralized Erasure Codes

Based Distributed Storage for

Data Survivability

4.1 Introduction

Distributed Data Storage Systems (DDSSs) can achieve two main benefits; relia-

bility and scalability. Therefore, they are an indispensable building block in many

applications such as data centres and Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks. However, when

adopted for WSNs applications with limited resources, designing DDSSs brings about

a number of interesting challenges. Given the limited processing, storage, and energy

resources on sensor nodes, coding and dissemination mechanisms used must be sim-

ple and efficient. Secondly, because sensor data is decentralized over many nodes,

building distributed storage is not straightforward.

Therefore, erasure codes present an attractive option for designing DDSSs for

32
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WSNs applications because of their simplicity. An overview of erasure codes can

be found in Appendix A. In addition, random construction makes them suitable

for distributed systems such as WSNs. However, because the source data in WSNs

is decentralized by nature, existing centralized solutions may not be optimized for

WSNs applications.

Decentralized Erasure Codes (DEC) were proposed for such design requirements.

DEC works on decentralized source data and requires no information a priori, except

for network size. It also uses simple linear coding. The code provides reliability and

flexibility since encoded data can be decoded using random data collection. Finally,

DEC has a predictable algebraic structure allowing for quantifiable performance.

In this chapter we present an overview of DEC. We also introduce the notion of

data survivability as a quantitative design requirement for data resilience in WSNs.

Then, we present a modified DEC scheme called Decentralized Erasure Codes for Data

Survivability (DEC-DS) that allows for the incorporation of data survivability as a

network design parameter. The design of DEC-DS comprises of mathematical rela-

tions to facilitate determining the amount of redundancy required and the maximum

failure that can be tolerated. DEC-DS also includes means of data dissemination,

encoding, collection, and decoding.

4.2 Decentralized Erasure Codes (DEC)

A. G. Dimakis et al. propose DEC in references [3], [8], and [7]. Refer to Figure

4.1. Given a network of k source nodes and n storage nodes, where k < n, each

source node generates a single data packet xi and forwards it to m storage nodes that

are selected uniformly at random. Packets are delivered to the target storage nodes
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through some routing mechanism. Upon receiving the data packets from different

source nodes, each storage node generates a random coefficient gji for every packet

received which is drawn from a finite field Fq and combines the received packets as

follows

ej = gj1.x1 ⊕ gj2.x2 ⊕ ...⊕ gjk.xk

Note that every storage node will receive a different set of data packets, and that

gji 6= 0 if xi was included in the encoding at the current storage node, and 0 otherwise.

The storage node then stores the encoded packet ej in addition to the a k-dimensional

local encoding coefficient vector Gj = {gj1, gj2, ..., gjk} used for encoding.

To retrieve the original packets, the decoder needs to collect (1 + ε)k encoded

packets, where ε is a very small number. Then the decoder solves for X in the system

of linear equations E = GX where E = {e1, e2, ..., ek′}, X = {x1, x2, ..., xk}, and

G = {G1, G2, ..., Gk′}. k ≤ k′ ≤ n denotes the number of packets collected. Figure

4.1 depicts an example of N(10, 18) with m = 4.

 

 

 

 

 

 

X = Source Network (k) Y = Storage Network (n) 

(m) 

Figure 4.1: Source and Storage Networks (k = 10, n = 18, and m = 4).
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Even though DEC is simple and decentralized, its main emphasis is on reducing

the number of packets required for successful decoding (repair bandwidth) and in

turn reduce decoding delay. We refer to this number as the Decoding Overhead (DO)

and it is denote by (β = max(0, k′ − k)). Unlike the original DEC, our objective

is to increase data survivability against failures rather than reducing the decoding

overhead (β). We argue that achieving survivability requires less Encoding Overhead

(EO) or (α = k ×m) than that required to achieve low delay decoding as in DEC.

The cost would however be a higher value of β. We use some important results on

random matrices over finite fields as presented in Appendix B. Using those results,

we know that the DO is upper bounded by 0 ≥ β ≥ c where c ' 8 for F2.

4.3 Centralized Vs. Decentralized Erasure Codes

The design of erasure codes in a decentralized setup is quite different than that in

a centralized one. Generally, random erasure codes for k packets works as follows.

A degree distribution ρ(k) is used to generate a value 1 ≥ d ≥ k. Then, d packets

are combined together using bitwise XOR. Now, consider Figure 4.2. In a central-

ized code, all k native data packets are available at the encoder. Hence, the degree

generated by the distribution ρ(k) can be exactly matched since d ∼ ρ(k) ≤ k. In

decentralized codes however, due to the dissemination phase that precedes the en-

coding as shown in Figure 4.2b, the encoder at each storage node may only have

a subset of the native packets. Therefore, the required degree of ρ(k) may not be

exactly matched.

Mathematically speaking, in the centralized case (Figure 4.3a), the degree of each

row of the generator matrix (G) can be produced exactly to match the degree d
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(b) Decentralized Codes

Figure 4.2: Centralized vs. Decentralized Erasure Codes.

generated by the distribution ρ(k). On the other hand, in the case of decentralized

codes (Figure 4.3b), each source node chooses which storage nodes receive its data

by disseminating m duplicate copies to m distinct storage nodes first. Thus, setting

exactly m entries per column to 1.

Due to the restrictions imposed by the observations made above, we need to resort

to a different approach to manipulate the distribution of G and consequently control

its properties. So, instead of manipulating the degree of each row (which is not

possible), we manipulate the overall distribution of the matrix. This is motivated by

some interesting results on random matrices over finite fields as discussed in Appendix

B.
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Figure 4.3: GM for Centralized vs. Decentralized Erasure Codes.

4.4 Decentralized Erasure Codes for Data Surviv-

ability (DEC-DS)

We now present the proposed distributed data storage scheme for data survivability.

The scheme is called Decentralized Erasure Codes for Data Survivability (DEC-DS).

The goal of the scheme is to increase data survivability against failures (erasures).

However, the main difference between this scheme and previous schemes in the liter-

ature is that it generates redundancy according to a supplied data survivability value

s. The amount of redundancy generated will guarantee that the native data can be
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recovered as long as the erasure rate1 in the network f ≤ 1− 1
s+1

.

The scheme works in a fashion similar to the original DEC. The only difference,

however, is the value of the RF (m) produced by source nodes. The aim of the original

DEC is to guarantee that any (1 + ε)k encoded packets are enough to retrieve the

original packets, for a small value ε. In contrast, our scheme aims at making sure that

data can be recovered while there is more than (1− 1
s+1

)× n packets in the network,

where n is the number of storage nodes.

In mathematical terms, DEC constructs the generator matrix G such that any

(1 + ε)k rows are linearly independent. DEC-DS on the other hand builds G such

that G is invertible as long as there is (1− 1
s+1

)× n rows. Note that the requirement

of DEC-DS can be achieved by DEC. But DEC is not optimal for such a requirement.

In other words, DEC-DS can achieve data survivability at a lower cost of redundancy

and energy compared to DEC.

As have been mentioned previously, when the source data is decentralized, gener-

ating an erasure code according to a specific degree distribution is not trivial. One

way to match the distribution of a centralized erasure codes is to send all source

data to all storage nodes (i.e. m = n) and let each storage node chooses a subset of

the source data according to a degree distribution ρ(k). Clearly, the communication

requirements of such a solution is O(nk). The good news is that we can do better;

since we have control over the degree distribution of G. In what follows, we show

how we can use the results from the theory of random matrices over finite fields to

implement DDSS for data survivability applications. Appendix B presents a brief

background on the theory of random matrices over finite fields with some important

results.

1Erasure rate refers to the ratio of nodes failing.
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We consider a network N(k, n), similar to that shown in Figure 4.1. Data Surviv-

ability is defined as the maximum fraction of nodes to fail without compromising the

probability of successful decoding of the native data. For example, s = 3 corresponds

to a code that can tolerate (1 − 1
s+1

) × 100 = 75% failure (0.75 × n nodes). We are

interested in designing a storage network with a code C(k, n,m) and survivability s.

Let n be the number of storage nodes to be deployed. To achieve survivability

s, n can be determined by

n = k(s+ 1) (4.1)

Let U = {u1, u2, ..., uk} be the set of source nodes. Also, let V = {v1, v2, ..., vn}

be the set of storage nodes. In addition to storage, nodes in V are also assumed

to serve as relays. Without loss of generality, we assume that U ∩ V = �. We

also assume that a multi-hop routing mechanism is in place. Each source node ui

generates a data packet xi, selects a set of m storage nodes Wi = {w1, w2, ..., wm}

uniformly and randomly where W ⊆ V , and sends xi to the set of selected nodes. Let

X = {x1, x2, ..., xk} represents the set of all native packets generated by the k source

nodes. The total number of packets sent out by all the source nodes, or the Encoding

Overhead (EO), is denoted by(α) and can be expressed as

α = k ×m (4.2)

Upon receiving a set of data blocks Xj ⊂ X, each storage node vj combines the

received blocks linearly to generate an encoded block ej as

ej = gj1x1 ⊕ gj2x2 ⊕ ... ∀ xi ∈ Xj
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where gji ∈ F2 is a coding coefficient.

In other words, ej represents a linear combination of a sum of a random subset

of X. The number of packets dj = |Xj| used to construct an encoded packet ej is

called the packet degree of ej. Along with ej, a k-dimensional binary vector Gj =

{gj1, gj2, ..., gjk} is generated with entries as

gji =

0, if xi /∈ Xj

1, otherwise.
(4.3)

Gj is referred to as the encoding vector. Each node is assumed to have a stor-

age space for only one encoded packet and its corresponding encoding vector. This

latter assumption is made to model limited memory in sensor nodes. Let G =

{G1, G2, ..., Gn} be the generator matrix as seen in Figure 4.3b. When data is being

collected, a subset of storage nodes are contacted to forward their encoded packets

along with the corresponding encoded vectors. The data collector then builds a local

decoding matrix G ⊂ G using the received encoding vectors. It also forms an encoded

data matrix E using the received encoded packets, and solves for the native data X

in the system of equations X = EG
−1

.

Algebraically, to achieve a data survivability s, we attempt to build G such that

it is invertible with high probability even when (1 − 1
s+1

) × n rows are deleted. To

better explain this, we need to present Theorem 4 from Appendix B. The Theorem

can also be found in reference [29].

According to Theorem 4, a random binary square matrix achieves it is highest
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probability of invertibility as long as

log k + h(k)

k
≥ p ≥ 1− log k + h(k)

k
(4.4)

Further h(k) can be a constant c resulting in an invertibility probability (Ps) as

Ps = c2e
−2e−c

(4.5)

where c2 = π(0, 2) is given by Eq. B.6. As shown in Figure 4.4, it is not difficult

to see that 0 ≤ Ps ≤ c2. Further, Ps = c2∀ x ≥ 7. The choice of a constant value

for x is important since it affects the resulting overhead. Besides, the value of such a

constant can be made absolutely small. The following theorem establishes the basis

for the design of the proposed DEC-DS.

Theorem 1. Let G be a k × n random matrix over F2, and s ≥ 0. Further, let

n = (1 + s)k and m = (1 + s)(log (k) + c?1) + c?2. G is constructed by selecting m

random entries in each of the n columns and setting them to 1. Now, let G be a k×k′

matrix constructed by deleting n−k′ rows from G chosen uniformly at random, where

k ≤ k′ ≤ n− k. Then G is invertible with high probability for some constant value c?1

and c?2.

Proof. From Theorem 4 (Appendix B), we know that p = log k+h(k)
k

≤ 1/2. For a

constant h(k), p =
log k+c?1

k
. Furthermore, Eq. B.5 shows that on average a constant

number of extra packets is required to guarantee invertibility. Let c?2 denote the

number of extra packets required. Now, to maintain the same invertibility probability

for the square k × n matrix, we need
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.

p =
log (k) + c?1

k

but,

p =
m× k
n× k

m = np =
n

k
(log (k) + c?1) + c?2 (4.6)

= (1 + s)(log (k) + c?1) + c?2 (4.7)

The values of c?1 and c?2 correspond to the constant in c in Eq. 4.5 and the number

of extra vectors required for decoding as in Table B.2, respectively. We have chosen

c?1 = 7 as discussed before. We have also chosen c?2 = 8 based on the experimental
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values shown in Table B.2. Consequently, Eq. 4.6 becomes

m = (1 + s)(log (k) + 7) + 8 (4.8)

When data collection takes place, the data collector retrieves ej’s and Gj’s to

build to matrices E and G, respectively, and decodes the native blocks as X = EG
−1

.

The only condition required is that G must be invertible (or full rank). As shown

in Figure 4.3, the properties of the resulting code depend on the properties of the

resulting coefficient matrix G. Note that unlike ordinary erasure codes, the packet

degree distribution cannot be controlled in DEC. Therefore, the attention is shifted

to the distribution (density) of matrix G. Clearly, there is a compromise between α

and the expected β. Choosing α to be small saves energy during dissemination and

encoding but results in higher β value. This is mainly because

(1 + s)(log (k) + 7) + 8 ≥ m ≥ 5(1 + s) log (k) (4.9)

So, the least density, and therefore least energy, is achieved when m = (1 +

s)(log (k) + 7) + 8. Moreover, the value of c?2 is insignificant for large value of k. In

other words, for k > 10, it is sufficient to have m = (1 + s)(log (k) + 7).

4.5 Performance Evaluation

To verify the proposed survivability scheme and to evaluate its performance, a custom

simulator was built. The simulator starts by creating a network of k source nodes

and a storage network of n nodes. The network topology is a grid where each node

have between 1 and 8 neighbours. Based on the survivability required, the values
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for n and m are calculated as previously discussed. The simulator takes as input: k,

s, and Fq. Next, the dissemination phase begins where each source node randomly

selects m distinct storage nodes and forwards the data to them. Unlike [7], we as-

sume that the m random nodes chosen are all different. In the encoding phase, each

storage node encodes the received packets over the finite field specified, and stores

the encoded packets in addition to the corresponding encoding vector. To test the

code survivability, we set f , the erasure rate, to values between 0 and 1. For each

value of f , f × n storage nodes are deleted, and decoding is applied to test if native

data can still be decoded. To test decodability, storage nodes are selected randomly

to build G
−1

. If rank(G
−1

) = k, decoding is successful and we record the number

of packets used for decoding (β). Otherwise, decoding fails. To calculate the proba-

bility of successful decoding (Ps), large number of different test cases with different

distribution of nodes are generated and tested. Procedure 4.1 illustrates the general

steps of the simulation.

Algorithm 4.1 Simulation Pseudo-code

Require: k, s
n = (s + 1)k;
m = (s + 1)(log k + 7) + 8;
for i = 1 to 10000 do

Disseminate(n,m);
for failure level (f) from 0 to 1 do

CollectPackets(f);
end for

end for

The simulation used k = [10, 50] and s = 2. The results are based on 500 different

runs with different initial choices of storage nodes by source nodes. We are interested

in the probability of successful decoding (Ps) and the average number of packets
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required for decoding (β). We define Ps as

Ps =
Number of successful trials

Total number of trials
(4.10)
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Figure 4.5: Probability of Successful Decoding (Ps): k = [10, 50], s = 2, F2 .

Figure 4.5 shows the performance of the code in terms of the probability of suc-

cessful decoding (Ps). The graph shows the value of Ps for different values of k and for

s = 2. The probability behaves as expected since Ps = 1∀f > 0.67. When f < 0.67,

not enough data exists to recover all the native data. It is also interesting to note

that the code works even for networks as small as k = 10. The decoding overhead

required (β) represents the number of packets needed to successfully complete the

decoding process. As shown in Figure 4.6, only one or two packets are required on

average beyond k to successfully decode all packets. This is true for all values of k.

This conforms with the theoretical analysis discussed in Appendix B. We are also
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Figure 4.6: Decoding Overhead (β): k = [10, 50], s = 2, F2.

interested in the redundancy factor (m) to compare the proposed scheme with the

scheme in reference [7]. As shown in Figure 4.7, DEC-DS requires significantly less

redundancy than the original DEC to achieve data survivability. Furthermore, the

low redundancy does not compromise the decodability of the code. The savings in

redundancy translate to less energy requirements when applied to resource limited

systems such as WSNs.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter we have discussed DEC-DS which is a DEC based DDSS capable

of achieving data survivability in WSNs. Compared to DEC, DEC-DS enables de-

termining the amount of redundancy required to achieved survivability level s for a

network of k source nodes and n storage nodes. In DEC-DS, each source node sends
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out (s+ 1)(log(k) + c?1) + c?2 copies of its data to different randomly selected storage

nodes where the data packets are encoded. The original data from DEC-DS can be

recovered successfully, as long as the number of failed nodes is less than (1 − 1
s+1

)n

nodes.

Even though DEC-DS requires lower energy than DEC, it does not take advantage

of coding opportunities arising during packets relaying process. In the next chapter,

we show how this can be achieved. Using RLNC, substantial savings in energy can

be brought about.



Chapter 5

Energy Efficient Decentralized

Erasure Codes Based Distributed

Storage

In this chapter, we present two energy efficient approaches to implement DEC-DS

which we presented in Chapter 4. The main idea behind the new schemes is to

exploit coding opportunities while packets are being forwarded. Whereas both ap-

proaches make use of Random Linear Network Coding (RLNC), they differ in the

data dissemination strategy. While choosing the destination node randomly, DEC

Encode-and-Forward (DEC-EaF) relies on routing layer to determine the best route

to reach the target storage node while increasing coding opportunities. The second

scheme, called DEC Encode-and-Disseminate (DEC-EaD), applies to situations where

no routing exits. DEC-EaD uses a quasirandom walk model called (rotor-router) to

disseminate data in a decentralized fashion while increasing coding opportunities by

increasing the likelihood of visiting new nodes.

48
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We present the operation of both algorithms along with a step-by-step examples

to illustrate their working details. We also compare the schemes through simulations

with DEC-DS in terms of the energy required to implement the code for networks

with different sizes. Numerical results show significant savings in energy consumption

when using the new schemes. We make some interesting observations and draw some

conclusions on different aspects of the proposed schemes.

5.1 Preliminaries

By restricting their role to pure routing/forwarding, relay nodes are not fully utilized

by existing DEC schemes. So, during the data dissemination phase and after gen-

erating a source packet, choosing a set of candidate storage nodes, and forwarding

the packet by source nodes, relay nodes help forward native packets to storage nodes

without manipulating them. However, based on the argument that the cost of com-

munication is generally much higher than processing in wireless nodes [30], we utilize

coding opportunities that arise during relaying packets using RLNC. The proposed

modifications improve the efficiency of the dissemination process by allowing relay

nodes to participate in the encoding process during the dissemination phase. This

can be done using one of two strategies: DEC-EaF or DEC-EaD.

The two schemes share the same fundamental model as the DEC-DS presented

in Chapter 4. Recall that DEC-DS provides quantitative measures to improve data

survivability. Given a network of k source nodes and survivability s, DEC-DS works

as follows:
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1. Generate n storage nodes where

n = k(s+ 1). (5.1)

2. Each source node generates a source data block xi.

3. Each source node chooses

m = (s+ 1)(log k + c?1) + c?2 (5.2)

distinct random storage nodes uniformly at random and forwards a copy of xi

to each of the selected nodes.

We also have shown that c?1 ≥ 7 and c?2 ≥ 8 in Eq. 4.6 should be sufficient

to achieve the required survivability. Intuitively, since RLNC allows for a broader

dissemination of data at a less energy cost, we can achieve the required density of the

GM using less energy. Remember that the GM is required to have

log k + h(k)

k
≥ p ≥ 1− log k + h(k)

k
(5.3)

to be invertible (w.h.p.). Where p is defined as p = P (gji = 1) for binary GM.

5.2 DEC Encode-and-Forward (DEC-EaF)

In each step of the DEC-EaF coding algorithm, a target storage node is randomly

chosen by the source node, and the native packet is forwarded accordingly in a mul-

tihop fashion. Then, for every relay node by which the packet passes, the relay node
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combines the packet it receives with the encoded packets stored locally before for-

warding the new packet to the next hop. If no packet exists locally, the relay node

simply saves a copy of the relayed packet. The source node is assumed to have mul-

tiple routes for every destination node. While the choice of the destination node is

random, selecting the best route is not.

Let Rj = {r1, r2, ..., rh} be the set of possible routes to destination vj. Further,

let rj = {s1, s2, ..., sw} be the set of nodes in route rj. Let Z be the set of nodes

that have been either chosen as destination nodes or those which were in routes to

previously selected destination nodes. In other words, Z is the set of visited nodes.

On the other hand, Z is a set of nodes that have not yet been visited. Every time a

destination si and a route rj pair are selected, Z is updated as follows

Z = Z ∪ si ∪ rj (5.4)

Accordingly, the current redundancy factor m, is updated as

m = m− |Z| (5.5)

In addition to subtracting the number of visited nodes from RF , the corresponding

nodes that has been visited are also removed form candidate destination nodes as

follows

Z = Z − (Z ∩ Z) (5.6)

We also define the depletion (σ) of a route r1 as
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σ(r1) = |r1 ∩ Z| (5.7)

Furthermore, we define the route selection gain (ω) of a route r1 as

ω(r1) = |r1| − σ (5.8)

Next, suppose si is randomly selected as a destination. Amongst the possible

routes (R2) to si we select ri such that

ri|ω(ri) > ω(r)∀r ∈ R2 (5.9)

Equivalently, DEC-EaF chooses the shortest path routes with the least number of

visited nodes.

Algorithm 5.1 and 5.2 show pseudo codes describing the mechanism at the source

node and the relay nodes, respectively.

Algorithm 5.1 DEC Encode-and-Forward [DEC-EaF] (Source Node)

Generate a packet xi
m← m
Z ← φ
for j = 1→ m AND m > 0 do

Selects target storage node vj uniformly at random
Choose r according to Eq. 5.9
Route xi to vj through r
Z = Z ∪ r
m = m− |Z|

end for

It should be noted that the performance of the proposed scheme depends on the

topology of the network and the routing protocol in use. Let rij be the hop count
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Algorithm 5.2 DEC Encode-and-Forward [DEC-EaF] (Relay Node)

Receive Packet xi at relay node
if gi = 0 then

If packet not already received
Generate a new coefficient gji
c = c⊕ (gji × xi)
gi = gji

end if
Forward xi to next node in route;

between source node xi and storage node yj. Let R = {rij}∀i ∈ X, j ∈ Y be a k × n

matrix containing the hop count between every pair of source and storage nodes. The

average hop count r can be calculated as

r =

k∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

rij

k × n
(5.10)

The expected reduction in the required redundancy factor m should be approxi-

mately r. However, due to the fact that the routes between nodes are not all disjoint,

some relay nodes will be visited by the same packets more than once.

An example of how DEC-EaF works is shown in Figure 5.1. The nodes A, B, and

C are assumed to be the source nodes while the numeric nodes are the storage nodes.

First, node A chooses node 10 as a destination storage node. Clearly, the shortest

paths between A and 10 are 3 hops long, which are {6, 7, 8, 10} or {6, 7, C, 10}. We

assume {6, 7, 8, 10} is chosen randomly. Since 5 copies of the source data have been

disseminated during the last step (including the source node A), the new m = 7−5 =

2. In the next step, assume node 5 has been selected. Two candidate shortest path

routes exist between A and 5; which are {6, 7, 8, 5} and {6, 4, B, 5}. However, the

number of unvisited nodes in the former route equals 1 while in the latter it is 3.
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Therefore, the route {6, 4, B, 5} is chosen. If both routes have the same number of

unvisited nodes, one is selected randomly. Since the value of m becomes < 1, the

dissemination process stops. The same logic can be applied for node B, using node

10 through {5, 8, 10} and node A through {4, 6, A}. Finally, node C chooses node 11

through {13, 12, 11} and node 3 through {7, B, 3}. The resulting code is shown in

Figure 5.1-b).
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Figure 5.1: An Example of DEC-EaF: m = 7.
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5.3 DEC Encode-and-Disseminate (DEC-EaD)

In the second strategy, called DEC-EaD, source nodes disseminate the source packets

using a node-centric random walk mechanism. Since the selection of target nodes is

random in the original DEC-DS, it makes sense to use a random walk to eliminate

the need for routing table construction and maintenance. In random walk protocols,

there is no guarantee that a certain packet will not visit the same node more than

once.

The relay forwarding strategy in DEC-EaD is based on the rotor-router model

which is a quasirandom analog to the random walk process. The rotor-router model

has been introduced in reference [31] and popularized by Jim Propp in 2001, and has

attracted a lot of interest. The main advantage of the model in our application is that

it reduces the chance of forwarding packets to the same node while other neighbors

have not been contacted. In addition, the model is simple and eliminates the need

for maintaining a forwarding table for each source packet.

Each node maintains a list of all single-hop neighbors. In addition, each relay node

maintains an index for each packet. The index points to the next neighbor to whom

each packet will be forwarded when the packet passes by the same relay. Whenever a

packet is forwarded, the corresponding index is advanced to the following neighbor.

This is required to reduces chances of some packets revisiting the same nodes.. Note

that the order in which neighboring nodes are selected is immaterial.

Likewise, when a relay node receives a packet, it encodes it locally. Then, it

forwards the packet to one neighbor according to the corresponding index. To track

the distribution of the coding process, each packet contains a redundancy factor
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counter (θ) of the number of copies of the packet that are left to be disseminated.

The counter is decreased by one at each newly visited hop. When the counter reaches

zero, the random walk terminates. The process is formally described in Algorithm

5.3 and 5.4.

Note that DEC-EaD does not require any routing. All what is required is knowing

the set of neighbors which is not very difficult to discover. This is clearly an added

advantage over DEC-EaF in addition to the reduction in energy as will be shown in

the next section.

Algorithm 5.3 DEC Encode-and-Disseminate [DEC-EaD] (Source Node)

Generate a packet xi
θ ← m
Choose a Neighbor w0

Forward (xi, θ) to w0

Algorithm 5.4 DEC Encode-and-Disseminate [DEC-EaD] (Relay Node)

Receive Packet xi;
if gi = 0 then

If packet not already received
Generate a new coefficient gi;
c = c⊕ (gi × x);

end if
θ = θ − 1 ;
if θ > 0 then

Forward xi to node w(index);
Advance index

end if

An example of the operation of DEC-EaD is shown in Figure 5.2 for m = 7. Node

A starts the following random walk {6, 7, C, 9, 6, 4, 2}. At each hop, the relay node

chooses one neighbor (different from the last hop) uniformly at random. In addition,

each relay node decrements the value of θ in the packet by 1. Note that the if random
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walk reaches node 6 for the second time, it is forwarded to node 4, since all other

neighbors have been visited. Moreover, θ remains unchanged. Hence, the random

walk terminates at node 2. Similarly, node B and C start their random walks as

{7, C, 13, 12, 9, 6} and {10, 8, 5, B, 4, 2}. The resulting code is shown in Figure 5.2-b).
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Figure 5.2: An Example of DEC-EaD: m = 7.
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5.4 Performance Evaluation

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed schemes, the following exper-

imental model has been developed and tested using a custom built simulator. The

simulator takes as input: k, s, and Fq. The simulator starts by creating a network of

k source nodes and a storage network of n nodes. Based on the survivability required

(s), the values for n and m are calculated as previously discussed. Next, the dissem-

ination phase begins using the dissemination mechanism of choice. The survivability

of the code is then tested for all values between 1 and s. To test the code survivability,

we set f , the erasure rate, to values between 0 and 1. For each value of f , f × n

storage nodes are deleted, and decoding is applied to test if naive data can still be

decoded. To test decodability, storage nodes are selected randomly to build G−1. If

rank(G−1) = k, decoding is successful and we record the number of packets used for

decoding (β). Otherwise, decoding fails. The average number of packets required is

recorded which reflects the impact on decoding. In addition, the number of transmit,

receive, and processing operations required for encoding is recorded.

To calculate the probability of successful decoding (Ps), large number of different

test cases are generated and tested. Procedure 5.5 illustrates the general steps of the

simulation.

In case of DEC-DS and DEC-EaF, a multipath shortest routing table is generated

beforehand. In addition, both algorithms use a link-state routing strategy. Before,

the dissemination phase starts, the routing table is built with multiple routes for

each destination in case of DEC-EaF. On the other hand, DEC-EaD does not require
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Algorithm 5.5 Simulation Pseudo-code

Require: k, s
n = (s + 1)k;
m = (s + 1)(log k + 7) + 8;
for i = 1 to 1000 do

Disseminate(n,m);
for failure level (f) from 0 to 1 do

CollectPackets(f);
end for

end for

routing tables; and neighbor discovery is used instead. Although network may be-

come disconnected during the data collection phase, we assume the data collector is

powerful enough to reach all nodes. This assumption is made due to the focus on

”data survivability” rather than ”network survivability”.

Errors due to interference are not considered and sensor nodes are assumed to

be stationary. However, failure of sensor nodes are simulated to examine the perfor-

mance of the code. The main performance measures we are concerned with are: the

survivability of the code, the energy required to construct the code, the number of

packets required to decode. All encoding and decoding is performed under F2. In

addition, we evaluate the code degree distribution for resulting form applying each

scheme.

In order to quantify the energy requirements, we use the energy model presented

previously in Chapter 3. For each test case, the simulator starts by disseminating and

encoding the source packets based on the specified algorithm. The energy consumed

by the sensor nodes for data dissemination and relaying is recorded. After the code

is generated, the data collection phase starts. The code decodability is evaluated

under different values of the erasure factor (f). For each value of the erasure factor,

a number of storage nodes are deleted to simulate a failure. For example, to simulate
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an erasure factor of 10%, 0.1×n randomly chosen nodes are deleted. Data collection

is performed over the remaining set of nodes and results are recorded. The process

is repeated by choosing a different set of storage nodes to fail. We have tested the

proposed algorithms using k=10,20,30,40, and 50. For each algorithms, 500 different

test cases were generated.

We remark that, in terms of survivability performance, both proposed schemes,

DEC-EaF and DEC-EaD, show the same performance as DEC-DS. Therefore, their

graphs have been omitted since they convey no new information. A similar statement

can be said about DO results.

Since this study is more concerned with energy consumption, we discuss the per-

formance in regard to energy required for achieving survivability. Table 5.2 shows the

energy required to implement each scheme. We can see that DEC-EaF can implement

the required code using less energy. The number of send and receive operations are

equal since each single ”send” operation accompanies a single ”receive” operation. It

is generally the case in wireless sensor networks that send and receive consume more

energy than local processing. Hence, we can see that the local encoding performed

by RLNC can save significant amounts of energy over all. It can also be seen that

whereas DEC-DS and DEC-EaD achieve the exact number of encodings, DEC-EaF

does not. The reason is when the algorithm reaches the required RF , the number

of unvisited nodes on the selected route may be more than what is required, which

results in the extra encodings. This can be easily corrected, especially if the number

of nodes is large, the accumulative effect could be noticeable.

For example, we take the CC1000 chip running at 868MHz as a base for the

required energy. Table 5.1 shows that for the CC1000 processing requires 5mW while
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Table 5.1: Power Requirements of the CC1000 Chip Running at 868MHz.

CC1000

Power (mW)
Process(ξp) Transmit(ξt) Receive(ξr)

5 25 28.8

”send” and ”receive” consumes 25.8mW and 28.8mW , respectively [32]. Therefore,

coding for a k = 20 network on the same chip needs 3W for the DEC-DS and DEC-

EaD, while 3.11W for the DEC-EaF. On the other hand, communications require

126.7W , 24.7W , and 50.5W for DEC-DS, DEC-EaF, and DEC-EaD, respectively.

Figure 5.3 provides a visual comparison between the energy requirements of each

scheme. Even though the performance of the DEC-EaF is superior to that of DEC-

EaD, it comes at the cost of energy needed for routing.
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Figure 5.3: Power Requirements for DEC-DS, DEC-EaF, and DEC-EaD, for s=3.

Figure 5.4 shows how the energy requirements increase as a function of the network

size. It is evident that the savings achieved by both DEC-EaF and DEC-EaD are

substantial compared to DEC-DS. Also, there does not seem to be a considerable
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Table 5.2: Power Required to Implement Data Survivability Schemes.

k n Operation DEC-DS DEC-EaF DEC-EaD

10 54
COD 280 286.357 280
SND 847.375 421.127 496.978
REC 847.375 421.127 496.978

Total Power (mW) 47.67 28.54 24.43

20 101
COD 600 622.24 600
SND 2321.6 857.448 925.928
REC 2321.6 857.448 925.928

Total Power (mW) 129.76 53.56 49.93

30 139
COD 960 1003.38 960
SND 4393.854 1356.294 1441.42
REC 4393.854 1356.294 1441.42

Total Power (mW) 244.70 83.50 79.07

40 185
COD 1320 1393.7 1320
SND 6869.34 1811.988 1926.99
REC 6869.34 1811.988 1926.99

Total Power (mW) 381.7 111.81 105.90

50 239
COD 1650 1759.714 1650
SND 9563.376 2216.028 2354.948
REC 9563.376 2216.028 2354.948

Total Power (mW) 530.41 136.83 129.79

difference between DEC-EaF and DEC-EaD. Note that we observed the same trend

for other values of s as in Figure 5.4. The corresponding figures have been omitted

for that reason. This shows how powerful random walks can be in large networks.

Also, since the random walk assumed increases the probability of visiting new nodes,

it should be expected to perform well. More specifically, the random walk is only

required to visit random nodes, and not search for specific nodes. The trend of the

curve clearly demonstrates that both algorithms scale well with network size.

We further evaluate the degree distribution of the constructed codes. The corre-

sponding degree distribution of each scheme is shown in Figure 5.5. For fast decoding,
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it is favorable to have Soliton or similar distribution. DEC-EaF shows a more even dis-

tribution followed by DEC-EaD and DEC-DS. The resulting distribution approaches

normal distribution. This is expected since the behavior of the degree distribution

follows the central limit theorem. It also can be seen that DEC-DS results in a higher

average degree distribution. This can be explained by the complete independence

between successively selected nodes. Unlike DEC-DS, DEC-EaF and DEC-EaD node

selection depends on location, i.e., each data is disseminated over nodes that are close

to each other.

5.5 Summary

Using RLNC has been successfully employed in different contexts to achieve a mul-

titude of benefits including energy savings, increased throughput, and elevated re-

silience. In this chapter we saw how RLNC can be integrated into the construction
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of DDSS to save energy. We have introduced two schemes that use RLNC to reduce

the energy requirements of DEC-DS. DEC-EaF is applicable to networks with rout-

ing layer. It selects routs as to increase coding opportunities which in turn reduces

the number of packets to be sent out. On the other hand, DEC-EaD is completely

decentralized and therefore relies on random walk. While both DEC-EaF and DEC-

EaD are better than the original DEC-DS in energy requirements, DEC-EaF shows

superior performance compared to DEC-EaD due to the use of routing information.
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Figure 5.5: Code Degree Distribution for DEC-DS, DEC-EaF, and DEC-EaD for
k = 30.



Chapter 6

Robust Soliton Distribution Based

Distributed Storage

6.1 Introduction

Erasure codes such as Reed-Solomon (RS) codes [33] are efficient in the sense that ex-

actly k encoded packets are required to decoded k source packets. However, an (n, k)

RS code has an encoding and decoding complexity of O(k(n− k) log(n)2). Fountain

codes on the other hand relax the constraint on the number of packets required for

decoding to (1 + ε)k while reducing both encoding and decoding complexities.

The concept of Fountain codes has been first introduced by Byers et al. in 1998

[34]. Later, M. Luby introduced LT codes [4], the first realization of Fountain codes.

Other codes have later been introduced including Online codes [35] and Raptor codes

[5]. Despite the fact that Fountain codes were initially introduced for multicast appli-

cations, they have been applied to an ample range of scenarios in unicast and storage

systems, among others. Fountain codes have also been adopted into standards such

66
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as DVB-IPTV for TV over IP service [36].

Fountain codes enjoy a set of features that make them appealing. In addition to

the low encoding and decoding times, Fountain codes have no fixed rate associated

with them. This allows the codes to adapt to any erasure rate on-the-fly. For that

reason, Fountain codes are also referred to as rateless codes.

Fountain codes provide an attractive option when low complexity encoding and

decoding are targeted. Such features go well with the limited computing capabilities

of sensor nodes. In addition to there random construction, Fountain codes can provide

some degree of reliability and can be helpful for preserving sensors’ data. Consider

the following application. A WSN becomes fragmented and sensor nodes lose the

connectivity to the sink node. The network runs a self-healing mechanism to restore

network connectivity. Such a restoration process may not be momentary and requires

time. To preserve data, sensor nodes can resort to Fountain codes to increase data

persistence by exchanging there data to build an LT Code. After the network is

restored, data can be decoded by sensor nodes. Since decoding is performed by

sensor nodes, it is important for decoding to be simple. Belief Propagation (BP)

decoder is indeed a feasible alternative in such a case to Gaussian Elimination (GE)

decoder.

In this chapter we discuss Decentralized Robust Soliton Storage (DRSS) which

is a Distributed Data Storage System (DDSS) that uses LT codes employing Robust

Soliton Distribution (RSD) as a degree probability distribution. The proposed scheme

enables the implementation of an RSD based DDSS over a WSN where the source

data is decentralized. The goal of the scheme is to facilitate data survivability while

attaining simplicity and energy conservation. We compare the proposed scheme to
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similar schemes through simulations and show how it can save energy while achieving

the target codes.

6.2 Related Work

In reference [15], A. Dimakis et al. describe a scheme to implement a Soliton based

distributed networked storage using a combination of pulling mechanism and random

walk with traps over a network of k source nodes and n = qk storage nodes. The goal

is to allow the sensor data to be encoded over the set of storage nodes. In such a case,

a data collector will be able recover (1 − δ)k data packets using randomly selected

encoded packets collected from any (1 + ε)k storage nodes using a BP decoder. δ

denotes the probability of success while ε is a small number. The authors assume

that each node is aware of its location, and they also assume the existence of a

Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) [6]. The scheme starts by each storage

node sampling a random number d from a probability distribution ρ(i). Then, the

storage nodes contacts d randomly chosen nodes on hope of reaching d source nodes.

The requests are carried to the destinations through GPSR as well. If the target node

happens to be a source node, it replies back by sending its data packet to the storage

node who initiated the request. If, on the other hand, the target node happens to be

a storage node, then target node starts a random walk in search of a near by source

node. In the case of a grid topology, the routing part requires R = O(
√
n). Using

known results on random walks with traps, the authors show that the random walk

part of the process diminishes asymptotically for large n, which means the algorithm

has a complexity of O(
√
n).
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Using known results on Fountain codes from [5], the previous scheme should re-

quire (1 + ε
2
)k + 1 encoded packets to recover 1− ε/4

(1+ε)
k data packets. The resulting

decoding complexity therefore is O(log(1
ε
)k).

Since the ratio of storage nodes to source nodes is q : 1, the probability of requiring

a random walk for each request is 1/q. In addition, the cost of moving a data packet

from a source to a storage node is doubled since two-way communication is used.

Therefore, we propose a scheme which allows the source nodes to initiate sending the

source data to the storage nodes. This obviously results in cutting the communication

cost required to build the code at least by half.

In reference [16], the authors propose the implementation of an LT-code based

distributed network storage for the purpose of data persistence. The work includes

two algorithms, Exact Decentralized Fountain Codes (EDFC) and Approximate De-

centralized Fountain Codes (ADFC). While EDFC achieves the exact distribution of

the original centralized LT code, the ADFC achieves a degraded distribution at a

lower cost of implementing the code. Both algorithms constitute the following steps:

1. Degree Generation (d): Each node chooses its degree d from the designated

degree distribution.

2. Study-State Distribution (πd): Using d and a redundancy coefficient xd, each

node calculates πd, the steady-state distribution.

3. Probabilistic Forwarding Table: Using the Metropolis algorithm [37], each

node computes its probabilistic forwarding table.

4. Number of Random Walks (b): Each source node computes the number of

random walks b.
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5. Block Dissemination: Each source node disseminates b copies of its source

blocks using the probabilistic forwarding table.

6. Encoding: Each node chooses d of the source blocks it receives and combines

them using bitwise XOR. The source IDs are attached to the encoded blocks to

identify the sources of the combined blocks.

The main difference between the two algorithms is the degree distribution used

in step 1. Whereas EDFC uses RSD, ADFC uses an optimized version of the RSD.

In this study, we only cover EDFC since we are interested in the exact distribution

which is expected to lead better performance when matched with BP decoder. Note

that both algorithms require synchronization between nodes as well as a neighbour

discovery mechanism to work.

6.3 LT Codes and Robust Soliton Distribution (RSD)

To provide the reader with a better understanding of the proposed solution, we present

a brief description of the operation of LT codes and it’s degree distribution, the RSD.

Then, we describe an analysis of the performance of the RSD. This background is

essential to the discussion on the development of the proposed scheme.

6.3.1 LT Codes

LT codes were one of the first realization of rateless codes. The encoder generates

degree packets according to the RSD while the decoder uses the BP algorithm. In

this section we discuss both the encoder and decoder of LT codes.
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Encoder

Given a file to transmit, the LT encoder divides the file into k equal parts, referred to

as source packets. The decoder of LT codes then samples the degree distribution ρ(i)

for a value 1 ≥ d ≥ k. Next, d packets are selected uniformly at random from the

k source packets. The chosen packets are then combined through a bitwise XOR to

generate an encoded packet. Let X = {x1, x2, ..., xk} be the set of encoding packets,

then an encoded packet ei can be expressed as

ei = xi1 ⊕ xi2 ⊕ ...xid∀xij ∈ Xi

where Xi is the set of d random packets selected at stage i. d is referred to as

the packet degree. The sets of source and encoded packets can be represented as a

bipartite graph. In such a representation, the set of source packets that are connected

to the same encoded packet are called neighbours.

Decoder

The design of LT codes is geared towards the BP decoder. The BP is attractive

because of it is simple and low complexity decoding. In comparison to the GE with a

complexity tag of n3, BP reduces the complexity to n log(n). The BP decoder works

iteratively. At each step, the decoder finds encoded packets with degree one. The

set of all degree one packets at the current step is called ripple. Since the value(s) of

the packets in the ripple can be determined (decoded), the edges connected to such

packets can then be removed. Further, the value(s) of the source packets connected

to the decoded packets at the current step are modified to reflect the change in the
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graph. This later step reduces the degree of some encoded packets of degree two to

degree one causing the next iteration to start. The process of generating new degree

one packets is referred to as release of packets. The decoder repeats this process until

all encoded packets are decoded.

Note that when the decoder arrives at a stage where no degree one packets are

available, the decoder fails. In such case, the decoder either signals a failure, or waits

for more packets to arrive in hope of resuming the decoding process.

6.3.2 Robust Soliton Distribution (RSD)

As discussed earlier, a key aspect of the design of Fountain codes is the degree distri-

bution ρ(i). In the case of LT codes, RSD is used. The distribution can be described

by the first introducing the probability mass function (pmf) of the Ideal Soliton Dis-

tribution (ISD):

ρ(i) =


1
k
, for i = 1

1
i(i−1) for i = 2, 3, ..., k

(6.1)

The idea behind ISD is to increase the probability of low degree packets to guar-

antee that the ripple is never empty and therefore decoding never stalls. Despite

working in theory, ISD performs poorly in practice. The reason is that any deviation

in the expected behaviour causes the decoder to stale when no packets of degree one

exists.

Therefore, Luby in reference [4] proposed the RSD to be used as the degree prob-

ability distribution. RSD is defined by the following pmf
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u(i) =
ρ(i) + τ(i)

Z

where

Z =
∑
i

ρ(i) + τ(i)

and

S = c ln(
k

δ
)
√
k

δ is the probability of failure and c is a constant of order one.

τ(i) =


S
i×k , for i = 1, 2, ..., k

S
− 1

S
k

ln (S
δ
) for i = k

S

0 for i > k
S

(6.2)

Figure 6.1 shows an example of RSD for k = 10, 000. The intuition behind RSD

is to modify the ISD to also include enough packets of higher degrees to guarantee

covering all the source packets. This is shown in Fig. 6.1 by the spike at k
S

= 41.

6.4 LT Codes with Feedback

As described earlier, at each step the original LT encoder chooses d source packets

uniformly with replacement. In other words, all source packets can be selected with

the same probability, and selecting a packet in the current step has no effect on it is

probability in future steps. In mathematical terms, the distribution ρ(i) is invariable.
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fails to run to completion after a certain number K0 of
packets have been received. The parameter c is a constant of
order 1, if our aim is to prove Luby’s main theorem about
LT codes; in practice however it can be viewed as a free
parameter, with a value somewhat smaller than 1 giving
good results. We define a positive function

tðdÞ ¼

s
K
1

d
for d ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; ðK=SÞ � 1

s
K
logðS=dÞ for d ¼ K=S

0 for d4K=S

8>>><
>>>:

ð9Þ
(see Fig. 5) then add the ideal soliton distribution r to t and
normalise to obtain the robust soliton distribution, m:

mðdÞ ¼ rðdÞ þ tðdÞ
Z

ð10Þ

where Z ¼ SdrðdÞ þ tðdÞ. The number of encoded
packets required at the receiving end to ensure that the
decoding can run to completion, with probability at least
1� d, is K 0 ¼ KZ.

Luby’s analysis [3] explains how the small-d end of t has
the role of ensuring that the decoding process gets started,
and the spike in t at d¼K/S is included to ensure that every
source packet is likely to be connected to a check at least
once. Luby’s key result is that ( for an appropriate value of
the constant c) receiving K 0 ¼ K þ 2 logeðS=dÞS checks
ensures that all packets can be recovered with probability at
least 1�d. In the illustrative Figures (Figs. 6a and b) the
allowable decoder failure probability d has been set quite
large, because the actual failure probability is much smaller
than is suggested by Luby’s conservative analysis.

In practice, LT codes can be tuned so that a file of
original size K ’ 10 000 packets is recovered with an
overhead of about 5%. Figure 7 shows histograms of the
actual number of packets required for a couple of settings of
the parameters, achieving mean overheads smaller than 5%
and 10% respectively. Figure 8 shows the time-courses of
three decoding runs. It is characteristic of a good LT code
that very little decoding is possible until slightly more than

K packets have been received, at which point, an avalanche
of decoding takes place.

6 Raptor codes

You might think that we could not do any better than LT
codes: their encoding and decoding costs scale as K loge K,
where K is the file size. But raptor codes [6] achieve linear
time encoding and decoding by concatenating a weakened
LT code with an outer code that patches the gaps in the LT
code.

LT codes had decoding and encoding complexity that
scaled as loge K per packet, because the average degree of
the packets in the sparse graph was loge K. Raptor codes
use an LT code with average degree �d about 3. With this
lower average degree, the decoder may work in the sense
that it does not get stuck, but a fraction of the source
packets will not be connected to the graph and so will
not be recovered. What fraction? From the balls-in-bins

exercise, the expected fraction not recovered is ~f � e��d ,
which for �d ¼ 3 is 5%. Moreover, if K is large, the law of
large numbers assures us that the fraction of packets not
recovered in any particular realisation will be very close to
~f . So, here is Shokrollahi’s trick: we transmit a K-packet file

by first pre-coding the file into ~K ’K=ð1� ~f Þ packets with
an excellent outer code that can correct erasures if the
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Fig. 5 The distributions r(d) and t(d) for the case K¼ 10 000,
c¼ 0:2, d¼ 0.05, which gives S¼ 244, K/S¼ 41, and Z’1:3
The distribution t is largest at d¼ 1 and d/K¼S. From [5]
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Luby’s main theorem proves that there exists a value of c such that,
given K0 received packets, the decoding algorithm will recover the K
source packets with probability 1�d. From [5]
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Figure 6.1: ρ(i) and τ(i) for k = 10, 000, c = 0.2, and δ = 0.05 [14].

In our case however, the distribution controlling the selection probabilities of storage

nodes varies after the transmission of each packet. The new distribution is similar to

the case of LT code with feedback as described in this section.

Consider a variation of the LT encoder where the encoder receives feedback on

which packets have been successfully decoded at the receiver end. Accordingly, the

encoder excludes already decoded packets from the encoding process. Note that such

a small modification results in a change in the degree distribution ρ(i). Let ρ(i)′

denote the new degree distribution.

To understand the behaviour of ρ′(i), consider the degree distribution seen by the

BP decoder in LT code without feedback. When a packet of degree di is received at

the receiver end, its degree is reduced to di by subtracting the values of the already

decoded packets from it. This suggests that the distribution seen by the decoder is

not RSD. From [38] that distribution can be expressed as
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ρ′(x) =


ρ′(x′) =

x′+k−L∑
i=x′

(ρ(i).

(
L

x′

)(
k − L
x− x′

)
(
k

i

) ), for 0 ≥ x′ ≥ L

0, for L ≥ x′ ≥ k

(6.3)

The explanation of Eq. 6.3 is as follows. The probability of receiving a packet

with a reduced degree i′ is the sum of probabilities of receiving a packet with degree

i = [i′, i′ + k − L] and containing i − i′ decoded packets. This probability can be

calculated using Hypergeometric Distribution with parameters (k, L, i, i′). Note that

packets where L ≥ i′ ≥ k are not possible to occur, and therefore has ρ′(i′) = 0.

According to Eq. 6.3, ρ′(i) can be expressed as a Hypergeometric distribution

variation of the original distribution ρ(i). L denotes the number of undecoded packets.

If we let M denotes the number of decoded packets, then L = k−M . x′ refers to the

reduced degree of the packet. Note that ρ′(0) denotes the probability of redundant

packets, i.e. encoded packet in which all source packets used have already been

decoded. An important result form the above is that although ρ(i) is constant, ρ′(i)

is not. In fact, ρ′(i) experiences a shift towards lower degree packets. Such shift is part

of the advantages of the LT code because it implies the arrival of more desirable low

degree packets towards the end of the decoding which results in more packets being

decoded. We apply a similar logic when designing the distribution for the selection

probability of storage nodes.
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6.5 Decentralized Robust Soliton Storage (DRSS)

In this section we present the proposed scheme for implementing RSD in a decen-

tralized fashion. The scheme is referred to as Decentralized Robust Soliton Storage

(DRSS). Assume N(k, n) is a network of k source nodes U = {u1, u2, ..., uk}, we wish

to add a set of storage nodes V = {v1, v2, ..., vn} to achieve data survivability s using

LT codes.

Now, we add n storage nodes given by

n = (s+ 1)k

Storage nodes can only store and relay data. Source nodes can generate data

through sensing. Assume an RSD ρ(i) as in Eq. 6.1 is given, where i ∈ Z and i > 0.

Assume storage nodes are numbered from 1 to n. Also, let Qi be a set of indices

to the storage nodes holding the packets with degree i. Then

Qi = [qi−1 + 1, ..., qi] for i ≥ 1

where

qi =


0, for i = 0

n
i∑

j=1

ρ(i) for i = 1, 2, ..., k
(6.4)
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In other words, we are after a closed form expression of the Cumulative Distribu-

tion Function (CDF) P (i)

P (i) =
i∑

j=1

ρ(j) =ρ(1) +
i∑

j=2

1

j(j − 1)

=ρ(1) +
i−1∑
j=1

1

j(j + 1)

=
1

k
+

(i− 1)

i

=
1

k

(i+ k(i− 1))

i

Therefore, qi can be rewritten as

qi =

 0, for i = 0⌊
n
k
(i+k(i−1))

i

⌋
for i = 1, 2, ..., k

(6.5)

The floor function (bc) is used because we are only interested in the integral part

of the result. Accordingly, the probability of selecting each node y ∈ Qi can be

expressed as

P (y ∈ Qi) =


1

k|Qi| , for i = 1

1
i(i−1)|Qi| otherwise

(6.6)

Now, if we were to implement a RSD based selection mechanism, then the RSD

is defined as

u(i) =
ρ(i) + τ(i)

Z
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where

Z =
∑
i

ρ(i) + τ(i)

and

S = c ln(
k

δ
)
√
k

δ is the probability of failure and c is a constant of order one.

τ(i) =


S
i×k , for i = 1, 2, ..., k

S
− 1

S
k

ln (S
δ
) for i = k

S

0 for i > k
S

(6.7)

Accordingly,

u(i) =



1
Z

[ 1
k

+ S
k
], for i = 1

1
Z

[ 1
i(i−1) + S

ik
] for 1 < i < k

S

1
Z

[ 1
i(i−1) + S

k
ln (S

δ
)] for i = k

S

1
Z

[ 1
i(i−1) ] for k

S
< i ≤ n

(6.8)

Then,

Qi = [qi−1 + 1, qi]
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qi =


0, for i = 0

n
i∑

j=1

u(j) for i = 1, 2, ..., n
(6.9)

The Commulative Distribution Function (CDF) of u(i) can be expressed as for

i ≥ k
s

P (i) =
i∑

j=1

u(i)

=
1

Z
[
1

k
+
S

k
+

1

2
+
S

ik
+

1

6
+
S

ik
+ ...+

1

i(i− 1)

+
S

k
ln(

S

δ
) +

1

i(i+ 1)
+

1

(i+ 2)(i+ 1)
+ ...]

=
1

Z
[
1

k
+
S

k
(ln(

S

δ
) +

k
S
−1∑
i=1

1

i
) +

i

i+ 1
]

qi =



n
Z

[ 1
k

+ S
k
] for i = 1

n
Z

[ 1
k

+ S
k
(

k
S
−1∑
i=1

1
i
) +

k
S
−2

k
S
−1 ] for 2 ≤ i ≤ k

S
− 1

n
Z

[ 1
k

+ S
k
(ln(S

σ
) +

k
S
−1∑
i=2

1
i
) + 1] for i = k

S

n
Z

[ 1
k

+ S
k
(ln(S

σ
) +

k
S
−1∑
i=1

1
i
) + i

i+1
] for k

S
+ 1 ≤ i ≤ k

(6.10)

In our scheme, RSD is used to determine the degree of storage nodes. The other
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component we need to determine is the probability of selection of each node. By

weighing nodes differently, we can achieve the required distribution. The basic idea is

to have each node with degree i with probability pi proportional to its degree. More

formally, let p1 be the probability of nodes with degree 1. Then

p1 =
1

n∑
i=1

deg(i)

Where deg(i) is the degree of node i. The probabilities of the remaining storage

nodes is then determined using the following relation

pi = deg(i)× p1 (6.11)

Another important parameter that is required is m, which is the number of packets

sent out by each source node. Since the over all number of packets required equal to
n∑
i=1

deg(i). Accordingly, the RF can be expressed as:

m =

n∑
i=1

deg(i)

k

Now, to select a target storage node, the distribution policy is modified as follows:

Step 1: Determine the degree of each storage node according to RSD using Eq. 6.10

Step 2: Determine probability distribution ρs of storage nodes’ selection using Eq.

6.11.

Step 3: Select a storage node randomly according to the distribution in Step 2 and

forward packet to selected node.
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Step 4: Modify Distribution using Eq. 6.3.

Step 5: Repeat Steps 3 and 4 until all packets are sent.

Step 6: At each relay node in-route to the destination selected at Step 3, a copy of

the packet being relayed is stored locally before forwarding.

Step 7: After all packets are disseminated, each storage node vi selects deg(i) packets

uniformly at random for the packets it received and encodes them together.

6.6 Performance Evaluation

The evaluation of the proposed scheme has been carried out using the same simulation

setup as in Chapters 4 and 5. We have also implemented the two schemes proposed in

references [15] and [16] for comparison. Other similar scheme exist in the literature,

but they target other distribution such as Raptor codes e.g. [18],[19], [20], and [21].

Other schemes target specific circular topology such as the work in reference [24] and

[23]. We are essentially interested in the collective performance of each scheme in

three areas: goodness, efficiency, and robustness.

Goodness By goodness we mean how close the resulting degree distribution to the

RSD. To measure this quantitatively, we use the Hellinger Distance f -divergence

measure [39]. There exist other measures of divergence between probability

distributions such as KL-Divergence [40]1. One limitation of KL-Divergence

compared to Hellinger distance is that it requires - by definition - that all

1An alternative measure of divergence between two probability distributions p and qis L1-distance
which is defined as D(p, q) =

∑
i |pi − qi|.
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probabilities associated with all possible outcomes to be > 0. In addition,

while Hellinger distance is dimensionless, KL-Divergence is not. This makes

Hellinger distance easier to interpret and more applicable to our problem since

zero probability of certain code degree is possible.

Then, Hellinger Distance H(P,Q) between two probability distributions P =

{p1, p2, ..., pk} and Q = {q1, q2, ..., qk} quantify the similarity between P and Q.

It is defined as

H(P,Q) =
1√
2

k∑
i=1

(
√
pi −
√
qi)

2 (6.12)

Basically, H(P,Q) returns a value in the interval [0, 1] where 0 indicates that P

and Q are exactly the same, i.e. pi = qi∀i. In our case, P is the exact targeted

RSD , while Q is the degree distribution of the code generated by the tested

scheme.

Efficiency Efficiency refers to the energy efficiency. It is obvious that the energy

consumed depends largely on the number of hops travelled by data packets.

Therefore, we use the total number of hops as an indicator to the energy in our

cost equation as we will see shortly.

For a more detailed analysis of energy, we present, for each scheme, the energy

consumed by coding, sending, and receiving operations separately. We use the

same energy model discussed in Section 3.3.

Robustness Robustness refers to the reliability of the code against failures. One

indicator of interest is the ratio of the nodes unreachable by the dissemination

protocol and thus has no packets. We refer to these as ”void packets”. The
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intuition behind void packets is that more packets means more redundancy and

hence more robustness.

We use a similar test environment to that described earlier in Chapter 4. For

every iteration, the following steps are executed:

1. Generate a network of n = (s+1)k nodes based on the supplied values of k and

s.2

2. Initialize network nodes for the given scheme.

3. Every source node disseminates its data according to the designated scheme.

4. Storage nodes encode/relay data packets.

5. Calculate energy used (Ξ).

6. Calculate degree distribution and Hellinger distance (H)

7. Calculate probability of successful decoding for different failure levels. (Ps)

8. Calculate decoding overhead for different failure levels (β).

These steps are repeated for every scheme of the three and for different values

of k. All schemes use the same instance of RSD with parameters of δ = 0.05 and

c = 0.2.

First, we evaluate is the Hellinger Distance (H) to compare how close the result-

ing degree distribution to the target RSD. As seen in Table 6.1, DRSS results in a

smaller and thus better approximation of RSD. However, Distributed Fountain (DF)

2The value of n in the simulation has been modifed to the least perfect square for the purpose of
simulating a grid topology.
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Table 6.1: Hellinger Distance (H) for DRSS, DF, and EDFC.

k n
Hellinger Distance

DRSS EDFC DF
50 169 0.114 0.0.417 0.190
75 256 0.105 0.411 0.168
100 344 0.102 0.429 0.171
125 400 0.096 0.456 0.173
150 484 0.092 0.457 0.161

outperforms both DRSS and EDFC in the resulting degree distribution. This is ex-

pected since DF is probabilistic only in selecting the degree of the node but not in

the construction of the packet with the degree chosen. Of course, this comes at a cost

of more energy. This shows that H alone does not capture the energy requirements

needed to construct the code.

The second metric of interest is the energy required to implement the coding

scheme. Table 6.2 shows the number of operation required by each scheme for different

network sizes. The operations that contribute to the energy are the encoding, sending,

and reception. Since we are assuming no transmission errors, the number of send and

receive operations are equal for the same scheme.

For the purpose of our comparison, we calculate the energy needed Ξ for every

scheme based on the CC1000 chip. The power requirements of this chip have been

presented earlier in Table 5.1.

The third metric that is important to consider is the ratio of encoded packets with

degree zero. We refer to these as void packets and we denote by β0 the ratio of void

packets to the total number of encoded packets. Let x0 be the total number of void

packets in a code over a network of n storage nodes. Then β0 can be computed as
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Table 6.2: Power Required to Build RSD Storage.

k n Operation DRSS EDFC DF

50 169
COD 683 432 678
SND 3967 2947 10885
REC 3967 2947 10885

Total Power (W) 215.65 159.82 585.74

75 256
COD 1068 681 1084
SND 7887 5064 20946
REC 7887 5064 20946

Total Power (W) 427.29 274.33 1126.03

100 344
COD 1485 931 1550
SND 11750 6493 11750
REC 11750 6493 11750

Total Power (W) 636.05 352.03 1727.99

125 400
COD 2089 1187 2106
SND 18626 7567 47401
REC 18626 7567 47401

Total Power (W) 1006.94 410.77 2546.48

150 484
COD 2492 1469 2612
SND 24642 9628 63528
REC 24642 9628 63528

Total Power (W) 1330.81 522.44 3411.81

β0 =
x0
n

(6.13)

β0 helps quantifying the number of storage nodes that were not reached by the

dissemination mechanism. Table 6.3 shows β0 for the three schemes. In the case of

DF, β0 = 0 because the algorithm starts from storage nodes. What is noticeable is

that EDFC achieves high β0 value. This is mainly due to the random walk mechanism.

As will be shown shortly, this has a negative effect on the robustness of the code built

by the scheme.
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Figure 6.2: Power Requirements for EDFC, DRSS, and DF, for s=2.

Table 6.3: Void Packets Ratio (β0) for DRSS, EDFC, and DF.

k n
No. void packets (β0)

DRSS EDFC DF
50 169 0.5(0) 35.1(0.208) 0(0)
75 256 0.04(0) 54.6(0.35) 0(0)
100 344 0.09(0) 73.9(0.215) 0(0)
125 400 0.01(0) 94.9(0.237) 0(0)
150 484 0.03(0) 115.25(0.130) 0(0)

To see the impact of void packets on the robustness of the code, let’s consider

the probability of successful decoding (Ps). Figure 6.3 shows that as the number

node failing increases, DRSS maintains a higher Ps indicating that code survivability

is better. The explanation of this observation is different for EDFC and DF. As

mentioned earlier in Chapter 4, Fountain codes are not meant to increase survivability

of the data but rather to lower decoding complexity. On the other hand, EDFC’s

random walk mechanism results in more localized dissemination of data, i.e. random

walk does not distributed the data over the network uniformly. Hence, when failure
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occurs in certain region of the network, the some data may not be recoverable.
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Figure 6.3: Probability of Successful Decoding (Ps): k = 100, s = 2, F2 .

We finally, present the Divergence-Efficiency-Robustness Indicator (DER) (Ω) to

be a collective metric to allow comparing the three schemes in all aspects at once.

DER is defined as

Ω = Ξ(1 + β0 +H) (6.14)

The idea behind the metric is to scale the energy proportionally to the ratio of

void packets, as well as the divergence from the required degree distribution. Note

that the smaller the value of DER, the better the scheme.

Table 6.4 shows the different values of the DER indicator. As it is clear from

the table, the DRSS always achieves a better overall efficiency. The main point to be

made, is that the saving increases with the network size. Both DRSS and EDFC show

good scalability. However, EDFC falls behind due to the number of void packets it
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Figure 6.4: Decoding Overhead (β): k = 100, s = 2, F2.

Table 6.4: DER (Ω) for DRSS, EDFC, and DF.

k n
DER

DRSS EDFC DF
50 169 348 5916 697
75 256 489.4 15914 1315
100 344 758 26500 2023
125 400 1113 39579 2986
150 484 1492 60972 3960

generates. This severely impacts the robustness of the scheme as shown in Figure 6.3.

In comparison, DF does not scale well with network size. This is predictable given

the round trip it performs for each packet.

6.7 Summary

Fountain codes are attractive because of their simplicity and low complexity encod-

ing and decoding. However, when the source data is decentralized, building Fountain
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codes becomes challenging. DRSS aims at implementing RSD based DDSS in an en-

ergy efficient manner. DRSS relies on existing routing protocol to transport data from

source to storage nodes. The scheme uses a weighted selection probability derived

form the RSD. The selection probability is dynamic, i.e. it changes after selecting

each new node. In addition, the selection probability can calculated in a distributed

fashion without requiring interaction between sensor nodes. We compare the new

scheme to two similar schemes in the literature: DF and EDFC. The comparison

considers: the energy needed, the goodness of the achieved degree distribution, and

code resilience. We also introduce a combined metric that considers all the three as-

pects. We also show through comparison how DRSS achieves its goals and performs

collectively better than the other schemes.



Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Directions

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) consist of tiny nodes with sensing, computation,

and wireless communication capabilities. They are increasingly being used to enable

a multitude of applications in various fields including security, health care, and manu-

facturing. However, WSNs are susceptible to failure and destruction, especially when

used in harsh environments. This motivates the development of data storage strategy

to enhance data reliability against failures while meeting the specific requirements of

WSNs.

Data survivability helps address the reliability of data in WSNs, apart from the

reliability of the network. Since the ultimate goal of WSNs is the data they collect,

it is favorable to focus on aspects related to data rather than network survivability.

For example, consider a scenario where a network is deployed to monitor certain

phenomenon of interest. The network may fail because of loss of energy, or because

nodes are unreliable. A data collector can visit the network at a later time to collect

data from the remaining working nodes. In such a situation, the network has done

its job which is sensing. Therefore, the focus can be shifted completely to the data

90
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on sensor nodes. Data survivability helps facilitate such a separation between data

and network.

Distributed Data Storage Systems (DDSSs) can play an essential role for achieving

data survivability in WSNs. However, integrating DDSSs into WSNs requires a care-

ful investigation of the unique requirements of WSNs. Two of the major challenges

that come up in such integration are the constrained resources in WSNs, and the

fact that data in WSNs is inherently decentralized. Decentralized erasure codes can

help accomplishing this integration by providing flexibility and decentralized imple-

mentation. We have demonstrated how data survivability can be achieved using De-

centralized Erasure Codes for Data Survivability (DEC-DS) by exploiting the strong

relationship between the density of the generator matrix and the erasure rate the code

can survive. DEC-DS can therefore be used to predict the redundancy requirements

to cope with expected failures. Compared to the original DEC, DEC-DS requires

more decoding overhead (repair bandwidth). Fortunately, this overhead is know to

be bound by a constant which limits its significance. An interesting direction to study

is the suitability of other families of codes to such a decentralized setup.

Energy efficiency is extremely crucial for WSNs. If randomness can be exploited,

such as in the case of DEC-DS, Random Linear Network Coding (RLNC) can be

an attractive option to examine. We have shown two examples of how this can be

achieved when disseminating data in the network. When used with routing, RLNC

can help make routing decisions to improve energy efficiency. We presented DEC

Encode-and-Forward (DEC-EaF) that makes use of RLNC in a routing setup. RLNC

can also benefit random walk based algorithms to save energy and possibly reduce

delay. We also presented DEC Encode-and-Disseminate (DEC-EaD) which can take
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advantage of RLNC and random walk to facilitate a completely decentralized oper-

ation while reducing energy consumption. This demonstrate how powerful RLNC to

resource saving. Even though RLNC increases the processing requirements on each

sensor node, the saving in energy surpassed the energy required. This is mainly due to

the fact that communication cost is much larger than that of processing. In addition,

the processing that is required for coding is low in complexity due to the use of binary

linear codes. One future direction could be investigating ways to handel continuous

data collection with RLNC.

Fountain codes provide an attractive option when low complexity encoding and

decoding are targeted. Such features appeal to the limited computing capabilities of

sensor nodes. In addition to their random construction, Fountain codes can provide

some degree of reliability and can be helpful for preserving sensors’ data. Consider the

following application. A WSN becomes fragmented and sensor nodes lose connectivity

to the sink node. The network runs a self-healing mechanism to restore network

connectivity. Such a restoration process may not be momentary and requires time. To

preserve data, sensor nodes can resort to a coding scheme to increase data robustness,

by exchanging data among themselves and generating Robust Soliton Distribution

(RSD) based storage. After the network is restored, data can be decoded by sensor

nodes to revert to the initial state. Since decoding is performed by sensor nodes, it

is important for decoding to be simple. Belief Propagation (BP) decoder is indeed a

feasible alternative in such a case to Gaussian Elimination (GE) decoder. We have

proposed Decentralized Robust Soliton Storage (DRSS) to help build Luby Transform

(LT) Codes while meeting energy requirements of WSNs. We have shown that it is

possible to approach the RSD of LT Codes without full coordination between sensor
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nodes. Besides LT Codes, other rateless codes can be also considered. On the other

hand, there is still more to be studied including applying differentiated survivability

to source data. This allows implementing Quality of Service (QoS) based distributed

storage to accommodate data with different priority levels.

WSNs hold a great potential and can benefit from other existing technologies such

as DDSS. This can in turn enhance the performance and reliability of WSNs. Such

enhancements beside others will hopefully make us steps closer to witnessing a better

world.
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Appendix A

Erasure Codes

Erasure codes are designed for an erasure channel where a packet is expected to be

either received correctly with probability 1 − pe or lost with probability pe. pe is

referred to as the erasure probability. Figure A.1 shows a model of a binary erasure

channel. As an example of an erasure channel consider sending a file over the internet

after being divided into smaller packets. Now, each packet sent could be either

received or dropped due to , e.g. congestion.

A classical example of erasure codes is RS codes [33]. However, RS codes are

not practical for large values of k source symbols and n encoded symbols, with a

complexity scaling as k(n−k) log2(n). Also, such codes are designed for specific code

rate based on the value of pe. Therefore, the code rate cannot be changed on-the-fly

if pe changed. Fortunately, Fountain codes solve this problem by introducing the

concept of rateless codes as going to be explained shortly.
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Figure A.1: Binary Erasure Channel.

Fountain Codes

Fountain codes are a class of erasure codes with the property that given a set of

source symbols, potentially an infinite number of codewords can be constructed. For

this reason, they are also referred to as rateless codes. The construction of Fountain

codes works as follows. Given a set of k source symbols X = {x1, x2, ..., xk}, referred

to as native packet, for every outgoing symbol ei, a number di is sampled from a

probability distribution µ(d) and a set W of di symbols are drawn randomly from

the set X. The selected packets can be represented as a 1-dimensional 1 × k binary

vector Gi = {g1, g2, ..., gk}, called the encoding vector, where the encoding coefficient

gi is defined as
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gi =


1 if xi ∈ W

0 Otherwise

(A.1)

The selected symbols are combined together to generate an encoded packet via

bitwise XOR operation as

ei =
k∑
i=1

gixi (A.2)

the bitwise XOR operation is often favored because of its falsehood preserving

property, where given the output of an operation x1 ⊕ x2 and one of the inputs, the

value of the other input can be uniquely determined, a property not provided by other

logic operations such as AND or OR.

The number of packets di used to generate ei is called the code degree. Since di

is different for different packets, we can define the average code degree (d) to be the

average code degree over all packets generated by the encoder. The encoder on the

sender side repeats the above operation for n ≥ k packets. We define β = n−k to be

the number of redundant packets used. We also define δ = β
n

to be the redundancy

factor.

Depending on the probability distribution used, different Fountain codes can be

defined. The resulting code can be viewed as a sparse graph or a low density generator

matrix. On the receiving side, the decoder keeps receiving the encoded messages ei’s

which are fed in turn into a BP decoder until all original xi’s are decoded.

Since the encoding vectors Gi’s are needed for decoding, there exits two options

for delivering Gi’s to the receiver side. The first option is to piggyback each Gi used
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to encode corresponding ci on the packet itself. The second option is to have two

synchronized copies on both the sender and the receiver ends. Since the latter option

is not suitable for dynamic environments due to the need of perfect synchronization

in addition to being inflexible, the first option is often preferred. To further reduce

the overhead resulting from piggybacking, the packet size can be made much larger

than k.

By collecting encoding vectors, the decoder constructs a decoding matrix G′ which

is a l × k matrix containing l encoding vectors. If l < k, then there is not enough

encoded packets to recover all the native packets. In fact, the condition to recover all

k native packets is to have at least l ≥ k linearly independent vectors.

In the case of LT codes [4], the probability distribution µ(d) is defined as

µ(d) =
ρ(d) + τ(d)

Z
(A.3)

ρ(d) =


1
k

for d = 1

1
d(d−1) for d = 2, 3, ..., k

(A.4)

where

τ(d) =



s
kd

for d = 1, 2, ..., ( k
S

)− 1

s
k

ln S
δ

for d = k
S

0 for d ≥ k
S

(A.5)
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S ≡ c ln(
k

δ
)
√

(k) (A.6)

Z =
∑
d

(ρ(d) + τ(d)) (A.7)

The complexity of encoding/decoding represented by the average degree of the

encoded symbols scales with ln(k). LT codes require that the receiving end receives

n = k + 2S ln(S
δ
) packets to ensure that the decoding can run to completion, with

probability at least 1 − δ. Note that e = 2S ln(S
δ
) represents the overhead packets

required.

Another example of Fountain codes is Raptor Codes [5]. Raptor Codes improve

the encdoing/decoding performance of LT codes by using a weak inner LT code which

gets encoded using a good outer code to boost the weak LT code. The resulting code

has a linear encoding/decoding complexity.

Random Linear Codes (RLC)

RLC are one of the simplest forms of erasure codes. RLC are of often considered due

to their theoretical regularity and simplicity. The construction of RLC is similar to

Fountain codes given earlier except that the coding coefficients used are drawn from

a uniform distribution.

An interesting aspect to consider, is given a randomly generated l× k generating

matrix G, what is the probability that all vectors of G are independent? This is

an important factor in the performance of the code because packets encoded by

dependent encoding vectors are equivalent and should be reduced. Before answering
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the previous question, let’s lay down some important definitions.

A rank of a matrix G is defined as the number of non-zero rows in its echelon

equivalence. The rank represents the number of linearly independent rows in a matrix.

When the rank of a matrix G equals to the minimum of its dimensions, G said to be

a full rank matrix. An important relation to keep in mind is that a square matrix is

invertible only and only if it has a full rank. The last relation is important because

we can decode the received packets using the following equation:

xi =
n∑
j=1

ejg
−1
ij (A.8)

The previous observations are significant in our discussion because when a de-

coder receives a packet that is independent of all previously received packets, called

innovative packet, its works positively toward decoding the target packets as opposed

to a packet that represents a linear combination of some previously received packets,

which gets discarded.

Recall that, we would like the decoding matrix to have a full rank with high

probability to guarantee that the decoding will complete successfully given k packets.

This probability is called the reversibility probability. Note that since G is a binary

matrix, the problem reduces to a simple counting problem. Also, remember that

every row of the matrix is a sequence of k binary bits and that the matrix is k × k.

Now, the first row can be any binary vector except the all-zero binary sequence.

This can happen at probability 1 − 2−k. The second row can be any k-bit binary

string other than the sequence at the first row and the all-zero sequence. This has

a probability of 1 − 2−(k−1). The sequence at the third row must be neither of the

previous two sequences or their linear combination, nor the all-zero sequence. The
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probability associated with this event is 1− 2−(k−2). Following the same logic, it can

be shown that this probability can be expressed as

p = (1− 2−k)(1− 2−(k−2
0))(1− 2−(k−2

1))...(1− 2−(k−2
k−1)) (A.9)

= (1− 2−k)
l−1∏
i=0

(1− 2−(k−2
i)) (A.10)

Figure A.2: Matrix Reversibility Probability of RLC.

As shown in Figure A.9, the reversibility probability is not higher than 0.3 for

most values of k that are larger than 10. Similarly, we can also find the average code

degree. The probability of generating a binary sequence with d 1’s is

pd =

(
k

d

)
2−k =

k!

d!(k − d)!
2−k (A.11)
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Therefore, the average code degree of an RLC of length k is

d =
k∑
i=1

ipi =
k∑
i=1

i

(
k

d

)
2−k = 2−k2k−1k =

k

2
(A.12)

So, the average code degree of an RLC is k
2
. The average code degree is a crucial

performance metric since it impacts the encoding/decoding complexity of the code.

The encoding cost then be nk
2

.

Fortunately, an RLC encoder will continue to send packets n = k + e until all k

packets are decoded. Let δ be the probability that the decoder will fail given n > k

received packets. A failure will only happen when the n received packets contain

less than k independent packets. In reference [14], an upper bound on δ is given as

function of e

δ = 2−e (A.13)

Therefore, to guarantee that all k packets are decoded successfully with probability

1− δ, we require n ≈ k + log2(
1
δ
) [14].

The cost of decoding on the other hand, will include k3 operations for matrix

inversion and k2

2
for applying inverted matrix to the received packets which makes

the total decoding cost k3 + k2

2
.

Decentralized Erasure Codes

This type of codes have been proposed by Dimakis et al. in reference [3]. The code is

inherently distributed where given a network of k source nodes and n storage nodes,

each source node with data to be encoded selects d storage nodes at random and

forwards its data packet accordingly. The storage nodes on the other hand encodes
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Figure A.3: Failure Probability(δ) of RLC vs. Decoding Overhead (β)[14].

whatever they happen to receive by XOR-ing the received packet xi with the encoded

packet on the node’s memory after multiplying the received packet by a randomly

generated coefficient gi as

e = e⊕ gixi

The coefficient gi is generated at random from a finite field Fq. The coefficients

used need to be stored locally in order to be used later for decoding. Moreover,

the minimum number of storage nodes selected by each source node has been deter-

mined in reference [3] to be at least d(k) = 5n
k

ln k, for successful decoding with high

probability using (1 + ε)k encoded packets where ε is a very small number.

The main difference between DEC and Fountain codes described earlier is that

the data is distributed. Algebraically, this can be shown using Figure Since the data

is centralized for the case of Fountain codes, the encoder has control on the degree

distribution of each row of the generator matrix. In contrast, the DEC encoder
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receives packets from different source nodes and hence no centralized construction

is possible. This translates to each source nodes building a different column in the

generator matrix.



Appendix B

Random Matrices over Finite Field

We review some important results on the properties of random matrices over finite

fields. These results will be used in the design and analysis of the proposed codes. We

will restrict the discussion to F2. Interested readers are directed to [41] for a detailed

discussion. Let G be a k ×m random matrix where each element gij of G is drawn

from F2 according to a probability distribution ρ(x). More specifically,

ρ(x) = P (gij = x) =

 1− p, for x = 0

p otherwise
(B.1)

We are interested in the probability of G having a certain rank r, in terms of the

column count m. It would be useful to note that the number of possible vectors in

the k-dimensional space Fkq is qk. In the case where q = 2 and p = 1/2 (uniform

111
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distribution), the probability of Gk×m having a rank r = m, can be expressed as

P (rank(G) = m) =(1− 2−k)(1− 2−(k−1))...(1− 2−(k−m+1))

=

k∏
i=k−m+1

(1− 2−i)

Specifically, when m = k, the probability of G being full rank is

P (rank(G) = k) =
k∏
i=1

(1− 2−i) (B.2)

Where the first term in Eq. B.2 represents the probability of choosing the first

vector, namely, choosing any vector except the zero vector (
−→
0 ). The second term

represents the probability of choosing any vector except any linearly dependent vec-

tor of the vector chosen in the previous step and
−→
0 . The third term corresponds

to choosing any vector other than the already chosen vector or any of their linear

combinations. The rest of the formula can be deduced similarly.

Interestingly, Eq.(B.2) converges to a constant when k →∞. To see this, consider

the following theorem from [42].

Theorem 2. Let G be a binary random k × n, n ≥ 0 matrix with entries chosen

equally likely. Then for k − s ≤ min(k, n), k ≤ s ≤ 0 and k →∞ we have

P (rank(G) = k − s)→ 2−s(m+s)

∞∏
i=s+1

(1− 1

2i
)
m+s∏
i=1

(1− 1

2i
)−1,

where the last product equals 1 for m+ s = 0 (i.e. full rank matrix).

Now, let Qs denote the probability that a k×m matrix has a rank r = min(k,m).

Then
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Qs =
∞∏

i=s+1

(1− 2−i)

log(Qs) = log
∞∏

i=s+1

(1− 2−i) =
∞∑

i=s+1

log(1− 2−i)

=
∞∑
i=1

−2si

i(2i − 1)

Q0 can be seen as the probability that the matrix will have a full rank given that

k columns have been generated. It is interesting to see that

Q0 =
∞∏
j=1

(1− 1

2i
) = 0.2887880951... (B.3)

Now, let Pm be the probability that exactly m extra packets beyond k are needed

to achieve full rank. Pm can be expressed as

Pm = Qm −Qm−1 (B.4)

Therefore, the average number of extra packets m required to achieve full rank

equals

m =
∞∑
m=0

mPm =
∞∑
i=0

(1−Qi) = 1.6067 (B.5)

There are two important results to note from Eq.(B.3) and Eq.(B.5). First, the

probability of full rank of any uniformly distributed square matrix converges to a

constant. This is in fact true to binary as well as non-binary matrices. In the case

of binary matrices, this constant is 0.288. Table B.1 shows Q0 for different values of

q. Second and more importantly, the number of extra vectors (beyond k) required to
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have a full rank with high probability is on average very low and is independent of

k. For example, on average only two extra vectors are required to make G have a full

rank. As shown on Table B.2, when the number of extra vectors is 8, the probability

is Q0 = 0.996. The latter is quite accurate for k as low as 10.

q 2 4 8 16 32 64 128 256
Q0 0.288 0.689 0.859 0.934 0.968 0.984 0.992 0.996

Table B.1: Invertibility Probability vs. Finite Field (Fq).

s 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Qs 0.288 0.577 0.770 0.880 0.938 0.969 0.985 0.992 0.996

Table B.2: Invertibility Probability vs. DO (β = max(0, k′ − k)).
The next important two theorems state that the full rank probability seen above

is not specific to the uniform distribution (p = 1
2
). In fact, as long as the probability

p is within a certain interval, the results from the uniform case still apply. To see

this, consider Figure B.1. The plot was generated for a randomly generated square

matrix with k = 20 and it shows the average invertibility probability versus p for F2.

The curve illustrates that the invertibility probability of 0.288 applies for a range of

values of p and not only for p = 1/2.

In references [29] and [43], C. Cooper shows an expression of the probability of

the rank of a random matrix over a finite field in terms of p. The expression applies

to p over certain period according to the following theorem.

Theorem 3. ([29], Theorem 1)

Let p = q−1
q

, and let G be a random (k×k)-matrix with entries in Fq. Let pn(s, q)

be the probability that rank(G) = k − s, then
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Figure B.1: Invertibility Probability (Ps) vs. p for F2.

lim
k→∞

pn(s, q) = π(s, q) (B.6)

=



∞∏
j=1

(1− 1

qj
), s = 0

∞∏
j=s+1

(1− 1

qj
)

s∏
j=1

(1− 1

qj
)

(1
q
)s

2
, s ≥ 1

(B.7)

Theorem 4. ([29], Theorem 2-i)

Let G ∈ G(k, p, 2) be a k × k random binary matrix over F2. Further, if p(k) =

log k+h(k)
k

≤ 1/2: Then
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lim
k→∞

P (G is non-singular)

=


0, h(n)→ −∞

c2e
−2e−h

, h constant

c2, h(n)→∞

(B.8)

where c2 = π(0, 2).



Appendix C

Network Coding

In existing information networks, packets are dealt with like cars in roads in the

sense that packets belonging to different streams are treated separately. However,

network coding allows intermediate nodes to combine incoming packets correspond-

ing to different streams instead of just routing them. This implies generalizing inter-

mediate nodes in networks from pure switches and routers to encoders and decoders.

The rational behind doing so is increasing the information content of each transfer

and consequently increasing the overall network throughput. Moreover, such a small

modification could result in huge improvements not only in throughput, but also in

resource utilization, flexibility, and security, just to mention a few.

Network coding provides many advantages for a wide range of applications com-

pared to traditional routing [44][45]. In what follows we present some examples of

such advantages.

Increased Throughput: Consider the example of a Butterfly Network shown in

Figure C.1. In this example, source S1 (located on node A) wants to transmit

117
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Figure C.1: Routing vs. Network Coding in Wired Networks.

a message x1 in a multicasting fashion to both R1 and R2 located on nodes D

and E, respectively. Similarly, source S2 (located on node B) wants to transmit

a message x2 to both R1 and R2. If S1 had sole access to the network, it could

transmit x1 to D over the link AD and transmit to E over the links AC→ CF→

FE, hence enjoying maximum communication rate possible over this network.

A similar argument can be made about S2. But when both sources S1 and S2

are sending at the same time, the link CF becomes a bottleneck and only one

message (either x1 or x2) can be transmitted over it at a time.

The use of network coding allows node C to send a encoded version of x1 and

x2 instead. Coding in this example is achieved using simple XOR operation.

The receiving nodes can in turn recover the original data from the combined

message. In this case, each source node will feel like it had a sole access to

the entire network. This demonstrates how network coding can increase the

throughput of such a network.

Saving Wireless Resources: Now consider the example of a basic wireless setup

shown in Figure C.2. In this example, nodes A and B want to exchange two

messages (a and b) through a basestation S. Using the traditional approach
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where the basestation just forwards packets, four transfers are needed to ac-

complish the full exchange. On the other hand, with network coding at the

basestation only three transfers are needed.

This example shows that network coding can provide many savings in terms

of reducing bandwidth usage, collision (air was occupied for less time), delay

and power(three transfers were needed instead of four). In addition, NC results

increasing throughput. Qualitatively, the bandwidth requirements of the down

link from the basestation has been reduced by 50%.

Flexibility: Using Linear Random Network Coding (RNC), information gets dis-

seminated over all packets sent. Consequently, all packets become equally im-

portant. What is interesting though is that information can be retrieved by

collecting “enough” number of “independent” packets regardless of which ones

they are. This flexibility helps in tackling different problems more easily, such

as acknowledgments and error correction. This can be illustrated by the appli-

cation of network coding in WiMAX [46] where mechanism similar to fountain

codes is used to eliminate the Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) mechanism.

Reliability: Error correction is typically implemented in two ways: Forward Error

Correction (FEC) and ARQ. FEC provides less delay at the cost of reduced rate

due to adding some overhead error detection and correction information into

packets. ARQ on the other hand, achieves a better rate at the cost of delay.

Network coding can reduce both delay and rate resulting in a better reliability

scheme.

This can be seen from different angles. Since the information about each packet
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is distributed on different nodes, packets can be acquired from different nodes

even when the node to which the packet corresponds disappears. Another way

to look at how network coding improves reliability is the fact that any packet

is used to construct many encoded packets, thus by overhearing packets from

neighbors, different copies of every packet can be retrieved and used to check

the integrity of the corrupted ones.

The aforementioned benefits can indeed have larger impact when employed in

larger scale scenarios. Also, although most examples show benefits of network coding

for broadcasting and multicasting applications, many unicast applications can benefit

when utilizing proper network coding schemes as will be explained later.

Because of its interesting promises, network coding received interest in different

research areas such as information theory, coding theory, algorithms, combinatorics,

distributed storage, networking, etc. This has led to different formulations and math-

ematical frameworks. We will now present the basic mathematical model used to

study network coding. We also present how encoding and decoding can be mod-

eled and performed mathematically and what new considerations that could show

compared to routing strategies.

The first successful results of network coding were in the context of network mul-

ticast [47]. Another important result was in reference [48], where it was shown that it

is enough to use linear network coding to achieve the multicast capacity. The latter

results were extended by Ho et al. in reference [49] to random codes. In this study, we

will focus on RNC since it fits well with the dynamic structure of dynamic networks.
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Figure C.2: Routing vs. Network Coding in Wireless Networks.


